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Abstract

A computer program to aid the plannine of runway

attacks is ieveloped. Conventiona , individually targeted

*. - weapons are used against non-reinforced concrete runways.

The program has two main sections. The first section

evaluates any attack strategy, based on independent cuts

along the runwav, with each cut specified in terms of

number of aim points, number of weapons per aim point, and

aim point locations. The second section searches for the

"best" strategy which uses the least number of weapons to

achieve an overall probability of runway closure equal to

or areater than a user specified level.

The program operates in three modes. The mode 1

program returns the fewest number of weapons and the "best"

strategy in order to meet or exceed a user defined level of

runway closure. Mode 2 allows the user to specify a fixed

number of weapons instead of a level of runway closure, and

the program returns the highest probability of runway

closure and the "best" strategy to use with the fixed

number of weapons. Finally, mode 3 allows the user to

completely specify a strategy in terms of number of cuts,

cut locations, number of aim points per cut, number of

weapons per aim point and locations of the aim point, and

the program returns the expected probability of runway

*closure for the user defined strategy.
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I. Introduction

Background

The airfield complex, normally attacked in hopes of

reducing the enemy's air capability, is a popular target

for military strategists. Of primary importance are the

aircraft because of. thier delicate structure, fuel content,

and high-explosive weapons. Two factors, however, make

aircraft less opportune targets than airfields. First,

aircraft parked in shelters are difficult to destroy since

the attacker must breach or substantially damage the shelter

in order to reach the aircraft. Special weapons, whose

accuracy in some cases demand special aerial maneuvers, make

attacking aircraft in shelters vulnerable to ground defense

systems. Secondly, increases in aircraft performance make

aircraft ess opportune targets. Today, attacking aircraft

can strike, return to base, rearm, an be over the target

again in an extremely short time, often shorter than that

required to repair the damaged runway before defending

interceptors may be launched. Thus, opposition fighters

can be effectively eliminated from the first stages of battle

without being physically damaged by denying them a launch

and recovery surface. The concept that runways . . . are

poor targets is no longer valid in the light of the pace of

modern warfare and the capabilities of aircraft. (Ref 11)

Currently, development of "better" weapons for runway

"' destruction is the emphasis in weapons development. An

example is the French-made Durandal runway attack weapon,

.:.-:. ...... ... ...... - .- .. . .- : " . . ' i " " : , i . .



which is a parachute-retarded, rocket-boosted, concrete-

penetration bomb designed to make craters of runway surfaces.

It is now a part of the Foreign Weapons Evaluation Program,

and if further testing is successful, deliveries will be

scheduled for mid-1983. (Ref 2)
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Problem Statement

The following scenario forms the basis for this

research. How should a wing commander allocate his

resources to effectively close a runway? The runway is a

rectangular non-reinforced concrete area for the purpose

of launching and recovering fixed-wing aircraft. The run-

way is closed when sufficient space to launch his aircraft

does not exist. This space is generally thought of as a

rectangle and will be referred to as the minimum launch

window (MLW).

The commander has available only one type of indivi-

dually targeted conventional runway munition for the

mission. The attack consists of cutting the runway at

specified locations along the length of the runway. Each

*: cut is a set of aim points located along a line perpen-

dicular to the runway length (see Figure 1). A strategy

is a set of completely specified cut locations, aim points

.per cut and number of weapons per aim point.

. tn -taim points

?"Ru nway

(0,0) x
cut

Figure 1. Attacking Strategy

For reference, the origin of the x-y plane will be at the

. - , - . . . ~° . . . . .. ° , .. .. . . . . .. .3



- -, southwest corner of the runway (see Figure 1) and the

length of the runway will be on the x-axis. The cut loca-

tions are'then the distances along the x-axis. The aim

point locations are denoted by the cut location and the

.* distance from the edge of the runway.

A review of available literature, discussed in Chapter

II, shows that the targeting strategies for runway destruc-

tion has not kept up with the development in weapons.

There are only a few models to evaluate targeting strate-

gies and none which will find a "best" strategy. Thus,

the commander, or any military planner, has to rely on

experience or insight to come up with a targeting strategy

before using one of the existing models.

This research effort develops a computer program,

described in Chapter V, which will find a "best" targeting

strategy for a given problem without requiring the commander

to come up with a targeting strategy himself. This computer

program will aid the commander by answering these three

questions:

1. How many weapons does it take to obtain a certain

level of runway closure?

2. What is the highest level of runway closure that

can be obtained with a fixed amount of weapons?

3. What level of runway closure can be obtained with

an independently specified strategy?

:94
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Objectives

The objective of this research. is to develop a

computer program.which will answer the above questions.

Sub-objectives are:

1. Find or develop a math model to evaluate a

strategy.

a. Model must be capable to evaluate any

strategy.

b. Model must be relatively fast in terms of

computer CPU time.

2. Find or develop a search algorithm to identify

the "best" strategy for a given mission.

5



Assumptions

In the development of the search to find "best"

strategies or evaluate any given strategy, the following

assumptions are made:

1. The weapons of any strategy are independent,

individually targeted.

2. The error distribution of any weapon is circular

normal centered at the aim point with a specified CEP

value.

3. Only one type of weapon will be used to close the

runway for a given strategy.

4. The survivability of all weapons is one.

5. The reliability of all weapons is one.

6. There is no bomb damage assessment capability to

update the targeting strategy.

7. The minimum launch window (minimum length/

minimum width needed for takeoff) must be co-mposed of

actual runway.

8. If a minimum launch window exists, it is assumed

to be accessible to an aircraft for takeoff.

Scope and Limitations

This model considers only conventional weapons in

destroying non-reinforced concrete runways.

General Procedure

Basically three procedures are developed in this

research.

1. Starting from the independent strategy, the prob-

"; 6
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lem is to calculate the probability of runway closure when

the strategy is completely specified. The procedure

developed here relies on either a discrete approximation

or a monte-carlo simulation. The discrete approximation

is faster (on the computer) for problems where the effective

minimum takeoff width is approximately half or more of the

effective runway width. If not, then the number of calcu-

lations necessary for the discrete approximation makes it

less efficient than the monte-carlo simulation, which is a

constant run-time routine.

2. The next problem is the highest probability of

runway closure for a given number of weapons. This

problem requires a search procedure that will consider the

possible combinations of weapons and aim points and aim

point locations to obtain the highest probability of run-

way closure. The various combinations of number of

weapons per aim point and aim point locations are evaluated

by procedure.1 to find the strategy which yields the high-

est probability of runway closure.

3. The last problem requires the level of runway

closure to meet or exceed a predetermined level of runway

closure. The total number of weapons will be varied

between a minimum and a maximum amount. Each number of

weapons is individually searched by procedure 2 to obtain

the highest probability and stops for the smallest number

of weapons that meets or exceeds the predetermined level

of runway closure. This number is reported as the "best"

°- . . . . .. . . .



number of weapons needed to obtain the predetermined level.

Organization

The first phase involves finding a computer routine

that can evaluate a given strategy to answer the following

question: What level of runway closure can be obtained

with an independently specified strategy? Various existing

modeling approaches are reviewed in Chapter III. In

Chapter III, the specific computer routine will be described

which was chosen, based on both speed and accuracy. A

relatively fast computer routine is necessary because of

its repeated use in the search algorithm.

The second phase involves selecting a search routine

that will find the "best" strategy for a given number of

weapons to answer the question: What is the highest

level of runway closure that can be obtained with a fixed

amount of weapons? The-search routine, described in

Chapter IV, searches among the combinations of number of

weapons per aim point and aim point locations to find the

strategy that gives the highest level of runway closure.

Finally, the third phase, involves writing the overall

program that will find the "best" strategy to meet or

exceed a predetermined level of runway closure to answer

the question: How many weapons does it take to obtain a

certain level of runway closure? This program, described

in Chapter V, searches for the minimum amount of weapons

necessary to achieve a certain level of runway closure.

8
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II. Background

This chapter is a review of the currently available

literature pertaining to probability models. Three areas

of interest are discussed. The first area is the broad

subject of coverage problems where the probability of

destroying a fixed target is given. Next, is a review of

models that evaluate a particular runway closure strategy.

The third is a review of the one model found that incor-

porates a searching scheme with an evaluation method,

resulting in a targeting strategy.

Coverage Problems

The evaluation of targeting strategy can be logically

developed by first considering the impact of a single

weapon on a fixed rectangular target (e.g., runway).

This type of research comes under the general heading of

coverage problems. One very helpful source in this area

is the "Survey of Coverage Problems Associated with Point

and Area Targets" by A. R. Eckler (Ref 3). Jaiswan and

Sengal looked at the problem of the expected damage area

for stick and triangular pattern bombing (Ref 7). All

these results consider only fixed targets; however, the

problem of runway closure must consider the minimum

launch window (i.e., the least amount of runway surface

necessary for aircraft launch. as the actual "target". In

other words, the objective of bomb damage is to deny an

I- ,.* area equal to the minimum launch window anywhere on the

runway. Thus, just computing the expected area damaged

9



without regard to where the damage occurs is not sufficient

for calculating the probability of runway closure.

Probability of Closure Models

The models that can explicitly compute the probability

of runway closure are: AIDA, TSARINA, AHAB, RUNW and Manz.

AIDA, TSARINA, AHAB and RUNW are all monte-carlo simulations.

AIDA (Airbase Damage Assessment).program (Ref 4),

which is the principle model used by USAF/Studies and

Analysis, is a large scale FORTRAN IV model that considers

the whole airfield complex with up to 250 separate targets

in the complex. Targeting flexibility includes 250 sepa-

rate targets, such as parked aircraft, POL centers, hangars,

etc. Each target can be assigned to a separate vulnerabil-

ity class; hard targets such as hardened hangars may be

one vulnerability class while aircraft in the open are in

another. Up to 20 different vulnerability classes may be

identified.

Each weapons delivery pass is described by weapon

type and weapon releaae parameters (such as heading,

altitude, air speed, dive angle, and stick length). Up

to 10 different weapon types may be used in combination

with up to 50 separate weapon delivery passes. Also

considered are the probability of arriving at the target,

attrition due to enemy fire, aiming accuracy in terms of

REP and DEP and ballistic dispersion.

With regards to runway targets, only point-impact

weapons are considered. The effective miss distance is

10



equal to the damage radius. Up to 250 hits may be stored

for each runway. Should the runway be closed, it identifies

the minimum number of craters that have to be repaired

before the runway can be reopened. An approximate computer

plot of impact points is available upon request.

The probability of runway closure is calculated by the

proportion of times the runway was closed during the simu-

lation. The runway is considered closed if no rectangle

equal to the minimum launch window exists anywhere on the

runway without a crater. AIDA determines this by starting

at one corner of the runway, positioning a rectangle equal

to the minimum launch window on. it and then observing

whether or not the rectangle contains a crater. If it

does contain a crater, the rectangle is then shifted five

feet along the width of the runway and is again checked

for craters. If an open rectangle does not exist (each

rectangle contains one or more craters) when the procedure

reaches the other end of the runway width, the rectangle

* . is then shifted 250 feet along the length of the- runway,

positioned at one edge of the runway width, and the search

* continues until either an open rectangle is found (the

entire runway is open) or the procedure reaches the oppo-

site corner of the runway andno open rectangle is found

(the entire runway is closed).

TSARINA (Ref 5) is a version of AIDA that makes the

AIDA model compatible with the TSAR (Theater Simulation of

Airbase Resources.) model, thereby building a very large

11
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scale model.

AHAB (Attacking Hardened Air Bases) by RAND Corporation

(Ref 10) is an interactive computer simulation designed to

* -. aid decision makers in finding an airbase attack plan which

maximizes their value function. The value function must do

three things:

1. Reflect the natural ordering of preferences - in

fact, rank losing two of your aircraft as superior to

losing three of them.

2. Express various components of an outcome in

comparable terms. Is losing two of your own planes to

destroy four of the enemy's better or worse than losing

five to destroy eight?

3. Distinguish among uncertain outcomes. For

example, although we may know that there is a fifty-fifty

chance that an attacking aircraft will destroy a hangarette,

we cannot know how. many hangarettes will be destroyed

during a particular mission, nor can we be certain of how

many aircraft will be in those hangarettes. The value

function places values on the probability distributions of

outcomes. We should be able to decide whether a 50 percent

chance of losing six aircraft and a 50 percent chance of

" losing none, is better than, worse than, or the same as

100 percent chance of losing three, all other things being

equal.

The von Neuman-Morgenstern utility function is the
.7.

value function used in this model. This function reflects

12



not only the appropriate values or utilities of outcomes,

but a characterization of the decision maker's attitudes

toward risk.

* The value function is linear and has four arguments:

the number of enemy aircraft destroyed, the number of

aircraft shelters or hangarettes destroyed, the number of

hours the runway complex is closed, and the number of

friendly aircraft lost in the attack.

AHAB is an interactive monte-carlo simulation written

in JOSS (a RAND language). The target complex consists of

open aircraft, hangarettes and runways. Only one weapon

type is considered for a problem, and the attack is assumed

to come across the runway perpendicular to the runway at

evenly spaced "cuts" along the runway.

The calculation of the probability of runway closure

is to look for a gap of 50+d feet, assuming a minimum take-

off width of 50 feet, along any of t1e "cuts" where d is

equal to two times the damage radius of the weapon. If a

gap of 50+d is found along any "cut" then the runway is

open, if not, then the runway is closed.

RUNW (Ref 12) is a NATO program specifically designed

for the calculation of runway interdiction probability.

RUNW is a monte-carlo simulation model that computes only

the probability of closure for one runway. The target is

a rectangular runway and the minimum launch window is a

rectangle (minimum launch length by minimum launch width).

An attack is described by the weapon type, attack heading

13
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(from parallel to the runway to perpendicular to the runway),

whether the weapons are released individually, in salvos or

in sticks, the aiming error (normally distributed), the

weapon dispersion error (normally or uniformly distributed).

The probability of runway closure for RUNW is the pro-

portion of times the runway is closed over the number of

iterations used. The procedure for finding an open minimum

launch window first orders the impact points on the runway

along the x-axis (length) then looks at the subsequent

spaces between these ordered points. If any space is greater

than the minimum launch length, then the runway is open. If

there are no spaces greater than the minimum launch length,

it then looks at spaces with one point in between. If there

is a space greater than the minimum launch length now, the

lateral spacing between the runway edge and the bomb is

checked against the minimum launch width, and if greater,

then the runway is open. The search continues until the

case when four interior points exist in the spacing. If no

minimum launch window is found, then the runway is considered

closed.

The model by Dr. Manz (Ref 9) calculates the probabil-

ity of runway closure for cluster munitions that are

uniformly distributed. This is an analytical model based

on the binomial distribution of submunitions falling in a

given subarea of the runway and a differential equation

argument to compute the probability of runway closure.

The probability of runway closure P(CjN°)' given that

140



- N submunitions are aimed at the runway, is

i.'.' '" P(C No ) 
=  P(CIN) P(NIN O )( )

02. 0
00

where P(N NO) is the probability that N submunitions will

impact on the runway given that N submunitions were aimed
0

at the runway. This is a binomial distribution of the

submunitions with a probability P0 for any-one submunition

impacting the runway.

P(CIN) is theprobability of runway closure given that

N submunitions have impacted the runway. This probability

can be evaluated for a given rectangle on the runway. Then

the rectangle is moved a distance, dx, in the x direction,

and dy in the y direction. The probability that a rectangle

that was closed, will be opened up by the move is calculated

by solving a differential equation.

Runway Closure Strategy Model

Only one model has attempted to search for the "best"

strategy in terms of aim point locations and number of

weapons per aim point. The "best" strategy is defined as

the strategy which will obtain the required level of runway

closure with the least number of weapons. This model is

by Capt. Pemberton (Ref 11) and contains two parts.

The first calculates the probability of runway closure

for a given strategy by either a discrete approximation or

a monte-carlo simulation. The technique used depends on

the speed of the calculation. The monte-carlo simulation

15



requires a lot of computer time to evaluate'any strategy.

The discrete approximation evaluation time depends on the

" dimensions of the runway and the MLW. When the MLW's

width is from 1/3 to approximately equal to the runway's

width, the discrete approximation requires fewer calcu-

lations and is faster than the monte-carlo simulation.

When the MLW's width decreases in proportion to the runway's

*.owidth, the number of calculations increase, and when the

MLW's width is approximately equal to 1/3 of the runway's

width, the number of calculations required in the discrete

approximation make the calculating time greater than that

required by the monte-carlo simulation. Thus, for situ-

ations where the MLW's width is less than 1/3 of the run-

way's width, the program uses the monte-carlo simulation

because it is faster.

The second part is a search routine which finds the

"best" strategy. The routine systematically searches over

the combinations of aim point locations and number of

weapons per aim point by first selecting the "best" aim

point locations then allocating weapons to these aim points

until the required level of runway closure is obtained.

Comparison of Models

From this research it was concluded that the model by

Pemberton was the closest to meeting the requirements of

the problem. However, the Pemberton model was considered

to have weaknesses in the discrete approximation section

* and needed a better search routine. The objectives of

16
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this effort are to improve the Pemberton model and apply

the model in a program which could be a useful decision

aid to a military planner.

17



III. Evaluation of a Given Strategy

Expansion of the problem to throwing a point at an extended

target

When considering weapons with a damage radius greater

than zero, the impact point of the weapon need not coin-

cide with the target to damage it. While the weapon may

miss the target by an amount equal to the .radius, it can

still effectively damage the target. On the other hand,

by expanding the target's boundaries by an amount equal

to the damage radius all around and considering the weapon

as a point weapon, damage to the target could then be

determined.by observing whether or not the-impact point is

within the extended. boundaries (see Figure 2).

impact point

T R

Target Target

Extended Target

Figure 2. Extended Target Boundary

In this research, runway and minimum launch window

dimensions are converted into extended dimensions for the

probability calculations. For example, the extended

18



minimum takeoff width (ETOWID) is equal to the minimum

takeoff width (TOWID) plus twice the damage radius (DAMRAD).

Reduction of the two dimensional problem to a one

dimensional problem

The ideal approach to the problem of computing

runway closure probability involves computing the probability

that an open space. in both length. and width does not exist

anywhere within the runway boundaries. For an overall

approach, one can. order all of the weapons that impact on

the runway in increasing order, from the origin, see figure 3.

-,.. (0 _)_
"L'- MLW

Figure 3. Ideal approach for probability of closure

Under this arrangement, rectangular spaces are formed by

either four points or by the runway boundaries and impact

points. These rectangles are then compared to the minimum

launch window. If any rectangle is larger than the MLW,

then the runway is open. The probability that any

rectangle is. larger than the MLW depends on the joint

probability distribution of all impact points.

This two-dimensional problem can be reduced to a one

dimensional problem, since runways are many times longer
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" . than they are wide. The closing of a given MLW by denying

its length is dependent on closing of that MLW by denying

its width. See figure 4. Runway closure can be

accomplished if we have one "cut"' per MLW, where a cut is

defined to be a strategy that attempts to deny a space

along a line perpendicular to the runway length equal to

the MLW width. Then the probability that a MLW is closed is

equal to the probability of cut. Conversely, the probability

". . that a MLW is open is equal to the probability of not cutting

the runway at that location. This assumes that, given a

successful cut, no weapon extends beyond the length of the

MLW. This can be virtually assured by aiming the cut at

least three sigma (see appendix B for the relationship

between CEP and sigma) away from either edge of the MLW.

Thus, the probability of closure is then the product

of the probabilities of cut of the individual cuts.

Arrangement of cuts along the runway and the minimum

launch lengths are shown in figure 4.

cut i cut 2

7 Figure 4. Individual Cut Locations
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The runway is open if any cut fails to deny the minimum

launch width. For example, if cut 1 fails then the length

from the left edge of the runway to cut 2 is open: Since

there is a gap greater than the minimum launch width in

cut 1 there is at least one open minimum launch window

(MLW1). If cut 2 fails, then a minimum launch window can

be positioned in the space in cut 2 with sufficient length

between cuts 1 and 3; thus the runway is open.

The runway is closed only if all cuts succeed. The

number of cuts required is calculated by

N-U.ERUNLE -6TSTADE (2

L SRL - 6(STADEV)

where NCUTS, the number of cuts required, is the greatest

integer less than the quantity in the brackets. STADEV is

the standard deviation of the impact point distribution

(sigma) derived in appendix B. SRL is the shortest runway

length for takeoff derived in appendix C. Thus, the

probability of runway closure is

NCUTS
SP = 7r PC- (3)" CLi

where PC i is the probability of cut for location i. This

method assumes that sigma is less than ETOLEN/6, where

ETOLEN is the effective takeoff length, because of the

requirement for independence of the'cuts in this case.

We can now concentrate on the probability of cut (PC).

21
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This is the probability of denying (along the width) a

space equal to the minimum launch width. Three methods of

calculating the probability of cut were examined: an order

statistics approach, a discrete approximation approach which

approximates the continuous nature of successive minimum

widths by discrete steps, and monte-carlo simulation.

Order Statistics Approach

The problem is to calculate the probability that the

largest space along a line perpendicular to the length of

*; the runway is less than a certain minimum launch window's

width. the largest space is the max tx(i+1) - x(i))

where x(i) are the order statistics of the impact points

from one edge of the runway, with x(o) = 0 and X(n+l) =

runway width.

If we assume a uniform distribution across the runway

and assume that the -runway width is 1, then the probability

*that is greater than v (the minimum launch window's width)

has been derived by David (Ref 1), and is given by:

Pr f)vl = n(l-v)n- -(1 ) (1-2v)n-1 +
-, (4)

;:: (-I)i+ltn (1_iv)n-1

n = number of spaces = number of weapons + 1

where the series continues as long as (1-iv)>O. (Ref 1:81)

The problem in this research is to apply this procedure

not to independent identically distributed uniform

distributions, but to independent non-identical normally
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distributed bombing distributions. Unfortunately, when

considering the normal distribution, the order statistics

approach gets more complex. When the order statistics of

S. the joint normal distribution are superimposed on a fixed

range (runway width) this introduces two more order

statistics not from the previous joint distribution. The

next step is to take the difference between the order

statistics begining from one end of the runway width to

the other end. These differences are then ordered and we

are interested in the largest ordered space statistic. The

distribution of this order statistic could not be found,

and derivation, though perhaps possible, was beyond the

scope of this research (Ref 6).

Since an exact-solution of the problem could not be

found, the problem was divided into discrete subproblems

discussed in the next section.

Discrete Approximation

This approach yields an analytic solution based on the

set theory concept of unions and intersections of non-

independent subevents to express a certain event. The

event of interest is the runway cut denoted (RC). The

runway is not cut (i.e., open) (denoted KC) if there exists

a space equal to or greater than the minimum launch

window's width. The runway is thought of as containing

some number of discrete overlapping minimum launch window

- widths, illustrated in figure 5. These overlapping

minimum launch widths are called sections (s) and there
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are NSPW (number of sections per runway width) sections.

NSPW 6

S3

The s.Is are the discrete minimum launch window

widths that are to be evaluated. The event{s i closedj

occurs when a weapon lands within section si . The

*. .event{si open)occurs when all.weapons miss section si.

NSPW is the number of sections s. per runway width.

Figure 5. Relation between siIs and runway width

The event RC is equivalent to the eventtall s. are closedj,

where the event s. 'closedjis when the section sustains

some damage (at least one impact point is within si ) and

the event [si openjis when the section does not sustain

any damage.

NSPW
RC =i Is closed (5)

The events tsi openj are not independent so the probability

of RC denoted (PC) cannot be expressed as the product of the

individual probabilities of si . The event R-C is equivalent

to the event at least one si is open).
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"J' "NSPW
--= i si open (6)

So, the probability that the runway is not cut PC,

(Pr WR}CJ) can be expressed by the probability multiplication

law as:

Pr{RCj = N PW Pr Isi openj

NfW-1 N W
--. L- Pr si,si open

i= j=2
i<j (7)

NSPW-2 NSPW-1 NSPW
+ Prisisj's open

1=1 =2 o3
i<j<k

-*... + (-I)NSPW-1 PrS 1 's 2 ' . SNSPW open)

(Ref 8:33)

There are 2 SPW 1 terms in this expression. In Pemberton's

UNION routine (Ref 11:20) all 2NPW-1 terms are calculated.

This routine can be made more efficient by observing that

many of these terms cancel with each other. The event
"" { j l th

{sis open occurs when no weapon damages either the i

thor the j section. If si and s. overlap then

the event si ts open i occurs when all weapons land above

the upper section and/or below the lower section. If,

however, there exists a section sk, such that sk is wholly

contained in tsinsjl, then the event {si,si open) is

25
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equivalent to the event sis i s k open). In like manner

all events that include sit s. and wholly contained sections

and combinations of sections ir sins j  are equivalent

" * events and their respective probabilities are equal.

It can be shown that if sI and SNSPW overlap

(s lNsPW#), then for every sip si (i#jii+1) there exists

equal probabilities with opposite signs that cancel with

each other. For example, if NSPW = 4, and (s (s ) then:

P-C =  Prsi open - Pr sis openj

i<j

-+ i 1j~2 k~Pr tsisSk openI

i<j<k

- Prts ,s2,s3 ,s4 openj (8)

= Prjs I open]+ Prfs2 openj+ Prfs 3 openj+ Prfs4 openj
- PrtsI s2 open i - PrfsI s3 openj- Prfs1 ,s 4 openj

- Prfs2 ,s3 openj- Pr s2 ,s 4 open]- Prfs3 ,s4 openj

+ Pr{sis 2 ,S3 openl+ Pr{sls 2 ,S4 openj

+ PrSlts3 ,S4 open)+ Pr s2 ,s3 ,s4 openj

- Prfsi,s 2 ,s3 ,s4 openj

Since (s1 s4 ) and sections s2and s3 are wholly contained

in tsins 4| then the events:

Sis open = S open
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s4 opens = {s1 s2 4 openj (9)

{s2,s4 openj = ,ss open

are equivalent events and their probabilities are equal.

Each probability term has an equal probability term with the

opposite sign so they cancel with each other leaving only

these terms:

Prjs1 open + Prts2 openj+ Prts3 openj+ Prfs4 opens

- Pr~siS 2 open i - Prfs2 ,s3 open i - Pr s3 ,s4 openj

or

NSPW NSPW-1
-C = i Pr si open}- i Pr si,si openj (10)

i= i~i

The probability Prfsi openI is equal to the joint

probability that every weapon impacts outside the section si.

For example, consider two weapons and ,an arbitrary section

si illustrated in figure 6.

Weapon 2

Figure 6. Prisi opens

The probability that si is open from weapon 1 is the

• .probability that weapon 1 impacts above s. or impacts

27
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below s.. The probability that s. is open from weapon 2 is

the probability that weapon 2 impacts above or below si .

Since weapons 1 and 2 are independent, that is weapon 1's

impact has no influence on weapon 2's impact, the probability

that si is open is the product of these two probabilities or

Pris i openj = Pr {weapon 1 impacts above or belowj

*Pr [weapon 2 impacts above or below )

n

In general Prts i opens = "" Pr{weapon i impacts above or
i=1

below section i}, where n represents the total number of
weapons' aimed at that cut. Because si and si+1 overlap, the

probability Prtsi,si+i openj has the same form as the

probability Pr si open but the impacts are now above and

.. below both siand si+10 This is equivalent to the

probability that each weapon impacts above the upper section

and impacts below the lower section. In general:

n
Prtsitsi openj = 7IPr{weapon i impacts above

i=+

si+i or below si (12)

The case where i=2 is illustrated in figure 7.

)We on 2..

Figure 7. Pr{si,si+I open
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NSPW =6

%% 6, S

55
-S 4

'51

Figure 8.s1 NPO

If s~ and NsP do not overlap, then some of the pairs

of equivalent events identified when sand s~P overlap

do not exist. These pairs have been identified for two

cases.

Case.,I* S I 0NSPs=0' 1fNW1 0 , see figure 8. From the

figure we see that the event t sillsNSPW openj is not

equivalent to the event Sig S 2' SNSPW open} Thus we need

two extra terms. in addition to the terms identified in

equation 10.

YiPW 
NSPW-1

FPC = Prisi open}-_ Prtsipsi~ open3
i=1i

-Prts ss8 open} PrtlsNW o peni 13

where

Pr tS VONSPW openj , Pr [weapon i impacts above

SPW between NsW and sor belowF
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NSPW= 6

S6 -

" 55.

Figure 9. s1( SNSPWI 0

Case II. SlsNSPW=0 , SlnsNSPWI=0 , SlAsNSPW210 , see

figure 9. From this figure we see that the event

-ISNSPW open is not equivalent to the event ISl,S2,SNSPW

open The event ISlsNSPW.1 openj is not equivalent to the

event I ,1S2,SNSPW_1 opens and the event s2'SNSPW open3
is not equivalent to the event { s2's3'SPW openj, and the

event {sI1 sNSPW _1'sNSPW openI is not equivalent to the

event tSl,S2,sNSPW 1,SPW opens. Thus these eight terms

need to be added to the terms identified in equation 10:

-Pr1 SlsPW open. - Prts2 ,sNSPw openj - Prtsl,sPW_

*- i opens

+Pr Slis2,sNSPW openj + Pris2ts 3 SNSPW openj

f +Prs,s2 ,sNSPW I opens + Pr s1,s2,sNSPW _1sNSPW open

+Prl Ss2,ss PW SNSPW open

* - Further cases can be examined but the terms needed

increase as 2m+1- 2 where m stands for the largest m such
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that s11SNSPW-m#0 is true, for example, if the largest

non-overlapping sections are s1 and. SNSPW_3 then m=3, and

the number of extra terms. to be added to the terms in

equation 10 is:

Z 2 i+1 - 2 + 6 +14 = 22 extra terms.

If the STEP size, which is the distance between the

lower ends of two adjacent sections is equal to five feet

*! then with the following ranges of input variables:

RUNWID - (100, 150)

TOWID - ( 50, 150)

W - (250, 2000)

The worst case is where sections• sI and SNSPW_ do not over-

lap which are the conditions for case II discussed above.

Thus using this modified discrete approximation routine the

probability of cut can be calculated with a maximum of

2(NSPW)-1+2+6+14 = 2(NSPW)-1+22 = 2(NSPW)+21 terms. The

number of terms necessary for Iemberton's UNION routine

requires calculating all 2 NSPW-1 terms. This represents

*.a minimum savings of 2  NSPW_- 2 (NSPW)-21 = NSPW-2(NSPW)-22

terms that need not be calculated. The maximum savings is

4 2NSPWl 2CNSPW)+
N -2(NSPW)+ or 2 NSPW

-
2 (NSPW). For example, if

NSPW = 12, the new approximation routine calculates 2(12)+21.

or 45 terms and Pemberton's routine calculated 212-1 or

. 4095 terms. The savings for this one calculation o' the

probability of cut is 4095-45 or 4050 terms that need not
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be calculated.

Problems with input variables that exceed the above

ranges and have non-overlapping sections s1 and sNSPW2 are

* . approximated with a monte-carlo simulation.

Weapon 1

::Si

Figure 10. PC for one weapon

I A special case of the discrete approximation is when

-1.1 considering the probability of cut when only one weapon is
7.4

used. If s1 and sNSPW do not overlap, then the probability

of cut is zero, since the one weapon can only damage one of

the sections leaving the other section undamaged. The
probability of cut when s and INSPW do overlap is the

probability that the weapon impacts in the intersection of

'4 sIS and SNSPW This probability is just the area under the

normal error distribution of the weapon for the intersection

of sections s and sNSPW as shown in figure 10. The weapon

must impact in the shaded area in order to cut the runway,

thus the shaded area under the curve is the probability that

"- the weapon will cut the runway.
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Monte-Carlo simulation

The monte-carlo simulation is a straight forward

approximaton of the real world probability by "attacking"

the runway many times and taking the proportion of times the

runway was cut. Again, runway closure is the product of the

independent probabilities of cut:

NCUT
PCL =i=IPC. (14)

C1L1

(30)

(12) ERUNWI=25

(10) I
ETOWID=11

, (-10)

cut i

Figure 11. Simulated Attack

The runway is represented by the extended runway width

(ERUNWI) and the MLW is represented by the extended takeoff

width (ETOWID). Runway cut is simulated by generating

weapon impact locations (hits) from a normal random number

generator. This number is then translated by multiplying

it by the standard deviation and then adding the mean value

for that weapon distribution (STADEV and aim point for that

weapon) to obtain the hit locations. After all weapons

have hit, see figure 11, weapons that hit below or above the

effective runway are ignored. If none of the weapons hit
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the effective runway, then the runway is not cat. If there

is at least one weapon hit on the effective runway, the

distance between the lower edge of the effective runway and

the nearest hit location is compared to the effective

takeoff width, if the distance is greater then the runway

is not cut. Then the distance between the upper edge of

the effective runway and the nearest hit location is

compared to the effective takeoff width. If only one

weapon hit the effective runway then the evaluation stops

here. If there are more than one weapon hits on the

effective runway, then the distances between two adjacent

hit locations are compared against the effective takeoff

width. If any of the distances is greater than the

effective takeoff width, then the runway is not cut. If

all the distances are less than the effective takeoff width

then the runway is cut for this one "attack". The "attack"

is repeated many times to obtain an estimate of the

probability of cut. This results in a binomial random

variable (i.e., runway is cut or not cut) and for a large

number of iterations (attacks" the proportion of times the

runway is cut can be approximated by a normal distribution

to get an estimate on the number of iterations necessary to

achieve a desired accuracy in the estimation of the

probability of cut. To obtain a reasonably accurate PC

estimate using the simulation, the number of iterations

(NITERA) necessary is estimated as follows:

Let p equal the true probability of cut. If NITERA
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equals the number of trials and 9 equals the number of

successful cuts observed, Bernoulli's theorem says that the

difference, d, between the proportion of successes in NITERA

trials and the true probability of success in a single trial

tends to zero. as NITERA approaches infinity. Another way of

saying this is the relation:

p° d
NITERA P ( d (15)

as NITERA-.OQ, d-.O.

We wish to determinean estimate of the true probability

of success such that

Pr1 NITERA P d} = i-- (16)

where 0/NITERA is our estimate of p and 1-o is the

probability that our estimate does not deviate from p by

more than d. If NITERA is large enough, then.-the binomial

distribution can be approximated by a normal distribution.

Using this approximation we can show that:

2
NITERA = z C/2 (p)(q) (17)

(d)
2

where z /2 is the two-tailed standardized normal statistic

for the probability we seek. (Ref 13: 191-2)

In order to. calculate NITERA we need an estimate of

p and q. If we. use the required prdbability of cut as the

estimate of p and one minus that as the estimate of q then:
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* .i For a 99% confidence that the true probability of cut,

p, lies within + .01 of the calculated probability P.C. we

have

P = .95635

q = .04365

d = .01

| z /= 2.58

and so

T TITERA = (2,58) 2(.95635)(.04365) = 2,778 (18)

(.01)2

With this large number of iterations necessary each time the

simulation subroutine calculates a probability, the

searching process consequently becomes very time consuming.

Choice of Evaluation Routine

There are two evaluation routines In the model. The

first is a discrete approximation routine which is very

efficient for the range of input variables identified

earlier. The second routine is the monte-carlo simulation.

The discrete approximation is used for problems where the

difference between the effective runway width (ERUNWI) and

twice the effective takeoff width (ETOWID) is less than

twice the STEP size. For problems that do not meet this

criterion, the monte-carlo simulation is used. This routine

is not preferred because of the amount of computer time

required. Because of the high probabilities of cut that are
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estimated, around 0.956, the number of iterations necessary

to be 99% confident that the actual probability of cut

lies within + .01 of the estimated value requires

approximately 2,800 iterations. The concern for speed will

by an important factor in the next chapter, where the .earch

routine evaluates many different strategies in its search

for the "best" strategy.

1 ,
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IV. Search for the "Best" Strategy

"- The first step in the search is to define the minimum

probability of cut for each cut that will assure an overall

probability of closure that meets or exceeds the required

probability of closure. This is done by taking the required

probability of closure and taking the (NCUTS)th root, where

NCUTS represents the number of cuts necessary to close the

runway. NCUTS is the number of shortest runway lengths

(SRL) in the runway with a six sigma overlap. (Refer to

chapter III, figure 4) The derivation of the SRL is given

in appendix C. The overlap provides a three sigma distance

from the end of the SRL for each cut, in order to have

independence. This minimum value for each cut is designated

PCSTAR and is the minimum requirement for the probability

of cut (PC) for each cut used in the search algorithm. The

algorithm searches for the "best" strategy, in terms of aim

points, locations of aim points and number of weapons per

aim point, which yields the highest PC for a single cut.

Results for the entire runway are calculated using all the

cuts required where the results of each cut are independent

of each other. For example, the probability of closure for

NCUTS identical cuts is

PCL = (Pc)NCUTS (19)

and the number of weapons necessary for this strategy is

N = (n)(NCUTS) (20)
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. where PCL is the probability of runway closure using

identical cuts. NCUTS represents the number of cuts

required. N .represents the total number of weapons to

achieve the PCL calculated above and n represents the

number of weapons for the "best" strategy for each cut.

The problem is to find the "best" strategy i.e., the

one which uses the least number of weapons to achieve a

probability of cut at least as great as PCSTAR.

A strategy is defined by three variables: NUMAIM,

NUMBOM(I), AIMLOC(I) where

NUMAIM - specifies the number of aim points under

consideration.

NUMBOM(I) - specifies the number of weapons per aim

E point for all NUMAIM aim points.

AIMLOC(I) - specifies the location of each aim point

for all NUMAIM aim points, measured in feet from one edge

of the runway.

The first step is to determine a lower bound and an

upper bound on the-number of weapons required. The

minimum number (MIN) is found by calculating the number of* I

weapons needed if there were no variation in weapon impact

points (CEP=O). This is done by counting the number of

non-overlapping minimum takeoff width sections within the

runway width. MIN is equal to the greatest integer not

4: exceeding ERUNWI/ETOWID. MIN represents a minimum number

-. - of weapons necessary to cut the runway. When the actual

CEP is considered,. if MIN is feasible (PC greater than or
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equal to PCSTAR), then the least number of weapons is MIN;

Sif not, the minimum feasible soultion will not be less than

MIN.

A maximum number of weapons necessary to cut the runway

(MAX) is a feasible solution (achieves a PC greater than or

equal to PCSTAR.) From the calculation of the MIN number

of weapons we also have the minimum number of aim points

necessary to cut the runway. These MIN number of aim

points are evenly spaced across the runway at locations

ERUNWI/(MIN+1). This number of aim points and the aim

point locations are fixed in determining MAX. The number

of weapons per aim point will be the only factor varied to

achieve a feasible solution. This will be done by first

allocating one weapon per aim point, evaluating the strategy,

allocating two weapons per aim point, evaluating the

strategy, and so forth until the PC is greater than or

equal to PCSTAR. The desired minimum feasible number of

weapons will lie between MIN and MAX.

The second step is to find the highest PC for each

number of weapons, between MIN and MAX, and to stop when

the PC calculated equals or exceeds PCSTAR, as shown in

figure 12, where each point represents the highest PC for

a given number of weapons. With the number of weapons

constant, there are many combinations of NUMAIM, NUMBOM(I),

and AIMLOC(I) that are possible. Because of the symmetric

nature of the problem, several assumptions will be made in

order to reduce the number of combinations to be considered.
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1.0•
PCSTAR
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Number of Weapons

Figure 12. PC versus Number of Weapons

Assumption 1. - Symmetric numbers of weapons about the

runway center are better than asymmetric numbers of weapons.

Assumption 2- Symmetric locations of aim points about

- the runway center are better than asymmetric locations.

Using these assumptions, it is possible to assign weapons

to aim points.in a systematic manner. Given the number of

weapons and the number of aim points, these combinations

can be easily identified, and are listed for one to nine

weapons in table I. For example, if the number of aim

points is one, then all the weapons will be aimed at the

center. If the number of aim points is two then the number

of weapons will be evenly divided (if possible) between the

*" two aim points. For some cases there is more than one

combination possible for a given number of weapons and

number of aim points. For example, six weapons to be

- , distributed among three aim points can be combined either

(1,4,1) or (2,2,2). Each of these combinations is readily
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Table I. Combinations of Weapons and Aim Points

Number of Aim Points

__ _ 1 2 3 4 5
1 :.(1 )_ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

2 (2) (1,1)

o 3 (3) (1,1,1)

-- 4 (4) (2,2) (1,3,3) (1,1,1,1)

04-4 5 (5) (1,3,1) (1,1,1,1,1)

(D 6 (6) (3,3), (1,4,1) (1,2,2,1) (1,1,2,1,1)
(2,2,2) (2,1,1,2)

[:.7z (7) (1,5,1) (1,1,3,,10 )

(2,3,2) (1,2,1,2,1)
• '."(3,1,3) (2,1,1,1,2)

8 (8) (4,4) (1,6,1) (1,3,3,1) (1,1,4,1,1)
(2,4,2) (2,2,2,2) (1,2,2,2,1)
(3,2,3) (3,1,1 ,3) (2,1,2,1,2)

9 (9) (1,7,1) (1,1,5,1,1)
(2,5,2) (1,2,3,2,1)
(3,3,3) (1,3,1,3,1)
.(4,1,4) (2,1,3,1,2)

(2,2,1,2,2)
' :.-.(3,1,1,1,3)

identified and is a possible combination for consideration.

With the NUMAIM and the NUMBOM(I) chosen, what are the

"best" locations for these aim points? The aim points are

located symmetrically with respect to the runway center,

with the odd aim point (if there is one) being located in

the center of the runway.

-"Because of symmetry, we only need to specify half of
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'by symmetry

Center

aim point

Figure 13. Location of Symmetric Aim Points

the aim point locations, with the other half being equal to

the runway width minus the aim point location of the

corresponding symmetric aim point. For example, if there

are two aim points, aim point one is located 50 feet from

the edge of the runway, then aim point two is located

(RUNWID-50) feet from the edge of the runway. Thus, the

two aim points can be thought of as being one aim point

pair. See figure 13. The search is reduced to half of

the aim point locations on half of the runway.

The response curve, probability of cut versus distance

from the runway edges for a pair of symmetric aim points,

was shown to be unimodal by Pemberton (Ref 11:31). This

means that PC is a non-decreasing function up to the "best"

location, non-increasing past the "best" location and there

is only one "best" location for each pair of aim points

when all other aim points are fixed. See figure 14.

The search for two "best" locations starts with aim

point one at zero (one edge of the runway), aim point two,
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Figure 14. Response Curve for One Pair of Aim Points

by symmetry, at the other edge of the runway and evaluating

the PC for this strategy. Next, the aim points are moved

five feet toward the center of the runway, evaluated, and

if this PC is higher than the previous PC the movement

continues until, either the PC decreases, indicating we

have passed the "best" location, or the aim points converge

-in the center of the runway, indicating one "best" location.

When the PC decreases, the aim points are repositioned back

to the second to the last aim point locations, and the

search is repeated using one foot movements toward the

center of the runway until the PC again decreases. When

this occurs again, the aim point locations which gave the

highest PC value is saved as the "best" locations for two

aim points. The search for three "best" aim point locations

is identical to the search for two "best" locations, with

the middle aim point fixed in the center of the runway.

The search for four "best" aim point locations starts
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Figure 15. Initial Aim Point Locations for 4 Aim Points

with the four aim points evenly spaced across the runway

width. See figure 15. Aim points 1 and 4 will be referred

to as the outer pair, and aim points 2 and 3 will be the

inner pair. The search uses the unimodal idea for a pair

of aim points by fixing one pair and finding the "best"

locations for the other pair. Initially, the outer pair

are fixed and the "best" locations for the inner pair are

found. Next, the inner pair are fixed at the "best"

locations and the "best" locations for the outer pair of

aim points are found. Next, the outer pair is fixed at

its "best" locations and new "best" locations are found

for the inner pair. This back and forth procedure stops

when the "best" locations for both pairs of aim points do

not change more than one foot. This allows the aim points

to "home in" on the "best" locations. The search for five

"best" locations is identical to the search for four "best"

-" . -,. locations, with the middle aim point fixed in the center of

the runway. A flow chart of the search routine is presented
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in figure 16.

U The search begins with MIN weapons, finds the "best"

number of aim points, "best" locations for these aim points

and the highest PC for the "best" strategy. The "best"

number of aim points is the smallest-number of aim points

that contribute to increase PC. If the PC with one aim

point is higher than the highest PC with two aim points

then the search stops for that number of weapons. If the

highest PC with two aim points is higher then it is

compared to the-highest PC with three aim points, etc. The

"best" locations for pairs of aim points are found as before.

Once the highest PC has been found-for a given number of

weapons, the PC is compared to PCSTAR. If PC is less than

PCSTAR, the number of weapons is increased by one and the

search begins again. If PC is greater than or equal to

PCSTAR, then the "best" strategy has been found and the

search stops.

• .The next chapter gives an overall description of the

computer program.
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Figure 16. Search Algorithm Flowchart
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V. Program Description

A computer program called RAM (Runway Attack Model) was

developed to aid in planning a runway attack. The diagram

in figure 17 shows the overall structure of RAM. Three

separate modes of operation are available in the program.

Inputs common to all three modes are:

Runway dimensions

- runway length (RUNLEN) in feet

- runway width (RUNWID) in feet

Minimum launch window (MLW)

- MLW length (TOLEN) in feet

- MLW width (TOWID) in feet

Weapon characteristics

- - yield (W) in pounds TNT

- accuracy (CEP) in feet

where the input units-of W in pounds TNT is converted to

the weapon damage radius by the relation:

R = 3.54(W)1  (21)
(Ref 11: 58)

and CEP in feet is converted to sigma as derived in

appendix B.

Mode 1. In this mode the user specifies the desired

probability of runway closure (PcL' O<PcL 1)" The program

then searches for the "best" strategy, with identical

strategies per cut, that will give an overall probability

* . of runway closure equal to or greater than the desired
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probability.

Mode 2. In this mode the user specifies the number of

weapons available (NUMBER). The program then searches for

the strategy that gives the highest probability of runway

closure.

Mode 3. In this mode the user specifies an independent

strategy in terms of:

Number of aim points for each cut

Number of weapons for each aim point

* Location of each aim point

with the number and location of cuts the same as tthat

* identified in mode 1. The program then uses the appropriate

evaluation routine and gives the approximate probability of

closure for the independent strategy. This mode does not

use the search routine.

As an example of this model, the following were used

as input:

Runway

- length 8,000 feet

- width 150 feet

Minimum launch window

- length 2,000 feet

- width 50 feet

Weapon characteristics

- yield 250 lbs TNT

- CEP 20 feet

This problem required a search for a strategy to deny a
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space equal to 2,000 by 50 feet in a runway of 8,000 by

150 feet. Each weapon had a damage radius of 22.3 feet

and an accuracy of 20 feet CEP. For mode 1, the desired

PCL was input as 0.8. The resulting "best" strategy was

to cut the runway at four locations, 1750, 3250, 4750 and

6250 feet from one end of the runway. For each cut, three

aim points were identified at 36, 75 and 114 feet from one

edge of the runway. The number of weapons for each aim

point was one. With this "best" strategy the level of

runway closure was 0.91, and the total number of weapons

necessary was 12. Refer to figure 18 for sample output.

In mode 2, the number of weapons available was input

as 15. Because of the same input conditions, the number

of cuts will not change for this example. The number of

available weapons were equally divided among the cuts with

the remaining weapons allocated one to a cut starting at
X

.one end of the runway. For this example, three cuts had

four weapons and one cut had three weapons. The program

then determines the "best" strategy to employ for the

number of weapons allocated to eachcut. In this case the

"best" strategy, for cuts with four weapons, was to have

two weapons each on two aim points located at 44 and 106

feet from one edge of the runway. For the one cut with

three weapons the same strategy as found in mode 1 is the

"best" where one weapon was on each of three aim points

located at 36, 75 and 114 feet from one edge of the runway.

The highest probability of closure with 15 weapons available
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Figure 18. Mode 1 output
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was 0.96. Refer to Figure 19 for sample output.

In mode 3, the user can obtain an evaluation of any

independently arrived at targeting strategy. The user may

want to comprre his strategy with the "best" strategy found

in either mode 1 or mode 2. The user must use the same

number of cuts and the same cut locations but is free to

* specify the total number of weapons, the number of aim

points per cut, the number of weapons per aim point and the

aim point locations. The independent strategy for this

example was:

4 Cuts (as identified in mode 1)

Cut 1 at 1750 feet with 2 aim points

aim point 1 at 50 feet with 1 weapon

Cut 2 at 3250 feet with 3 aim points

aim point 1 at 25 feet with 1 weapon

aim point 2 at 75 feet with 2 weapons

aim point 3 at 125 feet with 1 weapon

Cut 3 at 4750 feet with 2 aim points

aim point 1 at 50 feet with 2 weapons

aim point 2 at 100 feet with 2 weapons

Cut 4 at 6250 feet with 2 aim points

aim point 1 at 50 feet with 1 weapon.

aim point 2 at 100 feet with 1 weapon.

The program evaluates the independent strategy with either

the discrete approximation or the monte-carlo simulation,

depending on the geometry of the problem as discussed in

Chapter III. The calculated probability of runway closure
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Figure 19. Mode 2 output
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was 0.68. Refer to figure 20 for sample output. Although

the independent strategy had the same amount of weapons, 12,

the differences in strategy produced a 0.23 difference in

the expected probability of runway closure.

Thus, with these three modes, a planner can initially

select the desired level of runway closure. If the number

of weapons required to obtain this level is considered too

large, then what level of runway closure can be obtained

with a fixed amount of weapons? Or, if the "best" strategy

is not possible for a particular runtay attack problem, due

to airfield defenses or terrain, what level of runway

closure can be obtained with a modified strategy? It is

hoped that in answering these three questions, a planner

can select the "best" strategy that meets the requirements

of a particular problem. For a more detailed guide to

this program, refer to the user's guide in appendix A.

The next chapter discusses the verification and

validation of the model and computer program.
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VI. Verification and Validation

Verification and validation are two related processes

which increase confidence in the model. Verification is the

process of making sure that the model does what the analyst

intends for it to do and validation is the process of making

" sure that the model represents the real world. (Ref 13:208)

The verification/validation process for the strategy

evaluation phase used in this research was to develop a

reliable reference model (monte-carlo simulation) and

compare the new model (discrete approximation) to the

simulation. The validation process for the entire model

used in this research was to compare the results from this

model to the previous model developed by Pemberton.

The simulation routine was verified by running traces

for selected iterations and the results were compared to

manual calculations. The simulation models the real world

by actually producing impact points along a cut from the

underlying normal error distributions. Then these impact

points were ordered and the spaces between adjacent points

and the runway i.s calculated and compared to the minimum

takeoff width to determine a runway cut. These impact

point spaces were calculated manually and compared to the

minimum takeoff width. The determination of a runway cut

agreed with the manual calculations. Next, the simulation

routine was compared to the discrete approximation routine

and the values from the discrete approximation were within

the 99% confidence interval from the simulation results.
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See columns PCL and SIM in table II.

Next, the search routine was verified for obvious cases.

S-When the minimum launch widths have large overlap, one

intuitively expects that an aim point at the center of the

runway is the "best" and this agrees with the model where,

for a minimum launch window of 100 feet within a runway

width of 150 feet the "best" strategy had one aim point in

the center of the runway. Also, previous results by

Pemberton were available to compare against this new program.

See table II for comparison between Pemberton's model and

RAM (Runway Attack Model) developed in this research.

Although agreement is not 100%, it is felt that improvements

in the calculation of the shortest runway length for the

MLW, the increased efficiency of the discrete probability

calculation and the new search algorithm are responsible

for the minor differences in the number of weapons necessary

to achieve the predetermined level of )?unway closure (0.8)

and the estimated probability of runway closure.

.- The validation process discussed above is for the mode 1

4 .operation in the program where the program searches for the

"best" strategy to obtain the predetermined PCL value.

Modes 2 and 3, search for highest PC for fixed number of

weapons and evaluation of any strategy, are subsets of

mode 1 and are felt to be validated in the previous analysis.
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VII. Sensitivity Analysis'

The task of sensitivity analysis is very much an art.

rather than a science. The sensitivity of this model to

a change in one or more input variables depends on the

actual values of these variables and on how big a change

is proposed on selected variables. Since these factors are

different for each problem, no automatic sensitivity

routine was included in the model. A sensitivity analysis

can be performed by changing the input variables and re-

doing the problem. An example of the sensitivity of this

model for one specific problem was performed by changing

the input value of one factor at a time. The total number

of weapons was chosen as the response variable. The first

step was to run the program with the original input

variables.

Input: Output:

RUNLEN - 8000 N = 12

RUNWID - 150

TOLEN - 2000

TOWID - 50

W - 250

CEP - 20

PC - 0.8

The second step was to vary one input variable at a time

to find the range over which the response variable (total

number of weapons) did not change, i.e., the response

variable is insensitive to changes within this range for
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this input variable. No two way interactions, i.e., varying

two input variables at one time, were analyzed because of

the complexity of the task and the time available for this

. report. The results for the one factor sensitivity analysis

for the example problem are:

Original Input Insensitive

Input Variable Values Range

RUNLEN 8000 (7838, 9775)

RUNWID 150 (130, 155)

TOLEN 2000 (1646, 2040)

TOWID 50 (48, 57)

W 250 (200, 500)

CEP 20 (16, 23)

Therefore, a change in the length of the runway from 8000

to 7850 feet will not change the total number of weapons

necessary to achieve at least a 0.8 probability of runway

closure. But, a change in the minimum takeoff width from

50 to 45 feet will change the total number of weapons

necessary to achieve at least a 0.8 probability of runway

closure.
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VIII. Conclusions and Recommendations

This research effort resulted in a computer program

that can aid a commander or planner with the decision of how

to "best" attack a runway. This program is an extension of

the previous work by Pemberton (Ref 11). Improvements have

been made in the efficiency of the computer program and an

overall program was developed to offer the user three modes

of operation.

Conclusions

This is the only runway attack program that does not

require the user to have an initial attack strategy, but

rather this program returns an attack strategy that is

considered "best" to close the runway at a given level.

This program allows a planner to see what one "best" strategy

looks like. If the "best" strategy found in this program

is not feasible due to limited number of weapons or tactical

considerations, then using modes 2 and 3 iteratively will

lead to a "best" attack strategy for a particular problem

and estimate its Drobability of runway closure. Mode 2

allows the user to specify a fixed number of weapons avail-

able and returns the highest level of runway closure using

the fixed number of weapons in a "best" way. Mode 3 allows

the user to chanee the individual cut strategies, while

leaving the number and locations of cuts the same as that

identified from mode 1. to design a tactically feasible

4 attack strategy. The program will evaluate this strategy

and return the estimated level of runway closure for this
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independent strategy.

By using this program in a series of defining and re-

defining the runway attack problem, the user will gain

insights and experience about the problem of attacking

runways.

Recommendations

While this research effort answered many of the

questions posed in the beginning of this report, it raised

and left unanswered other questions. Further work and

research should be directed in these areas:

1. Adjust the computer program to address two other

problem scenarios:

(a) R&D scenario, where the weapon yield and

accuracy are the main factors in determining the "best"

strategy.

(b) Runway planning scenario, where the vulner-

ability of a current or proposed base to. enemy attack can be

evaluated with the runway dimensions .as the main factors

determining the "best" strategy. The objective here is to

minimize the highest probability of runway closure, subject

to cost constraints.

2. Adapt this program to an interactive mode. The

program is small enough to warrant use in the interactive,

rather than batch mode.

3. Pursue the order statistics approach for the

probability of cut presented in Chapter III.

4. Expand the discrete approximation routine to
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include cases where s and SNSPW2 do not overlap.

5. Consider non-identical cuts in obtaining the

"best" strategy to obtain a certain level of runway closure.

6. Add an automatic sensitivity analysis routine.

(a) Sensitivity can be in terms of changes to

total number of weapons as in Chapter VII.

(b) Sensitivity analysis taking two factor and

higher interactions into consideration.

(c) Analyzing the sensitivity of the "best"

strategy to changes. in input variables.

7. Consider non-circular error distributions for

weapons in terms of REP and DEP.
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User's Guide to Runway Attack Model (RAM)

This is an expected value model that gives the "best"

strategy to attack a runway. This program is written in

Fortran 77, requires approximately 63,300 bytes of central

memory (CDC 6600) and takes approximately 10 seconds of

execution time to run an average problem. The execution

time requirement increases to approximately 200 seconds

when the simulation approximation subroutine is being used.

The program uses calls to the International Mathematical

and Statistics Libraries (IMSL) for procedures:

MDNOR - returns the cumulative normal distribution

GGNML - returns a normal random variate

VSRTA - returns a sorted array.

This program has three modes.

Mode

In this mode the user specifies the desired level of

runway closure and the program returns the "best" strategy

to achieve at least that level of runway closure.

Mode 2

In this mode the user specifies the number of weapons

available and the program returns the "best" strategy

to use and gives the expected level of runway closure.

Mode 3

In this mode the user specifies an independent strategy,

using the number and location of cuts identified from mode 1,

and the program returns the expected level of runway closure.
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Input variables are:

Mode

1 -.User specifies desired probability

2 - User specifies number of weapons available

3 - User specifies attack strategy

RUNLEN - Runway length in feet

'*'RUNWID - Runway width in feet

TOLEN - Minimum takeoff length in feet

TOWID - Minimum takeoff width in feet

W - Weapon yield in lbs. TNT

CEP - Weapon accuracy in feet

S CL - Mode 1, desired probability of runway closure

NUMBER - Mode 2, number of weapons available.

Card Deck Setup for the CDC 6600

job card

FTN5.

ATTACH,IMSL,ID=LIBRARY,SN=ASD.

LIBRARY, IMSL.

LGO.

*EOR

Program

*EOR

Data

*EOR
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Data Cards:

Card 1 mode (1, 2, 3)

Card 2 RUNLEN, RUNWID, TOLEN, TOWID, W, CEP

Card 3 PCL or NUMBER

Card 3 and on (mode 3 operation specifying an independent

strategy)

- number of cuts (as identified from mode 1)

- location of cut 1, number of aim points for

cut 1

- aim point location 1, number of weapons for

aim point 1

- aim point location 2, number of weapons for

aim point 2

- location of cut 2, number of aim points for

cut 2

- aim point location 1, number of weapons for

aim point 1

- aim point location 2, number of weapons for

aim point 2

- location of last cut, number of aim points

for last cut

- aim point location 1, number of weapons for

aim point location 1
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-aim point location 2, number of weapons for

aim point location 2.

Mode 1 exam~ple:

8000. 150. 2000. 50. 1000. 50.

0.8

*E-R

This card set up will return the "best" strategy for closing

a runway (8,000 by 150 feet) for a MLW (2,000 by 50 feet)

w ith weapons (1,000 lbs TNT, 50 foot CEP) with a desired

level of closure 0.8. See figure A-i for results.

Mode 2 example:

2

8000. 150. 2000. 50. 1000. 50.

15

*EOR

This card set up will return the "best" strategy for

employing 15 weapons against the same runway as above.

See figure A-2 for results.

Mode 3 example:

3

8000. 150. 2000. 50. 1000. 50.

1750. 1

75. 4

43250. 2

50. 3
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75. 2

4750. 3

-25. 1

75. 2

100. 3

6250. 4

25. 1

50. 2

75. 2

100. 1

*EOR

This card set up will return the expected probability of

runway closure for this independent strategy. Note, the

number of cuts used and cut locations are identical to the

output from mode 1 as shown in figure A-i. Note also,

there is no requirement for symmetry for the aim point

locations, or number of weapons per aim point for this mode

of operation. See figure A-3 for results.
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R RL!?:;W AY SlIl MUM L AL jCH WdEAPrPC-BATLT

LEf.GTH WID7H LEP.G7F hCCTil YIELP CFP CL^SUPE

i3C . 9 c0  2 0. %.i lOU. 5 C. O

RU,"'WAY J, HU FY 153. FUT

MI, LAUN'CH WU:DOW 13Y 5* FEET

WEAPCf. CHArCACTERISTIC3

YIELD l2.3PCUrND-

CEP C-0 FEET

P'4"3ABTL'TY C LC 2UV E 3

-rTT A L F~~IF CF1 WE APO C 6

A'v PCO-tTS N.LPBE' OF

(LEiNGTi, J.DTH) WEAPC.

17 '50 6:.3

~3 *0C 4 0 C

4 7 5 CC 4.L2
4750. 6.Ou

Figure A-i. Mode 1 output
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RU'AWAY f;iliIVLjM LAU,.CH WEAP-CN k Er

L;GHW0HLE.".TIH WIDTH YIELD CEP WEAPC!r4 z

GtO 115C 2 0 C. 1000. 50. 15

PV~WAY *'OfC. bAy 15C. FEFr

MPLAU?.CH WT.[OuW0 ,C y r-Cs FET

6FAPCNh CHA-ACT7RS7IC

Y ELO lrOl.C F:UN\C-

CEP' 50. FEET

P7F3ABILITY CF CL3StPE. .76

TAL '%UPREP -F WLAPC,' 15

AI: PC.NTS NCtMBE?: GF

A ~ (LF :GTHv W DTH) WEAP NhS

17",0 e C 6r~

32t~eO-. 74sC 2

475O. *.L

625000C 5 3 1

62'1c C7 4.CKj I

Figure A-2. Mode 2 output
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R U!.WA Y MINIMUM LAU 4CH WEAPCN

LF1GTII WI0':H LE\GTH W-07H YIELD CU-P

IDEFE'DEC ALY

I&'D0PF:'DLYi STPATLGY:

CU 7 A:V r072 :4Ll,.6EP PE'
LCCATC' LOCA.It ATM PCI!.'

75* C '4

32c,
50023
7 5 o 0C 2

25a.L 0 1

~ 62
25.00
5Cec 0
75.o 2

Do*,,

PFCBAB:.L!T v OF RUI4WAY CL04SUiE :S *9C

Figure A-3. Mode 3 output
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APPENDIX B

Relationship Between CEP and Sigma
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Relationship Between CEP and Sigma

The weapon error distribution in this research is

assumed to be circular normal, centered at the aim point.

The circular normal probability density function is:

f(xy) exp- 2 (B-i)
271d~

(Ref 11: 60)

The probability that the weapon will land in a circle with

radius R and area A is given by:

P(A) A xli )I2d dy (B-2)

Transfering to polar coordinates by letting

x = r cos 0

y = r sin 9

yields"R ?2 { r2)

P(A)- 1_G_ 5exp -r ()r dr dQ (B-3)

i!:.:"- J ' J dO] r exp{-r2/22jdr21_1a 0 0

R 1 2 22 2r/'0 2 exp-rr/2 1adr
""0 0

= 1 - exp{-R2/2T2

CEP is defined as the radius of a circle with a 0.5

probability of a weapon landing within it, or:

P(A) = 0.5 1= - exp -{CEP2/2C2 (B-4)
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moving terms from one side to the other yields

* 10.5 ex{~Cp 2/ 21

0.5 = expi-CEp2/2 2 z

ln(0.5) = =CEP2 12a2

-ln(0.5) = CEP2 /2a

ln(2) = (CEP2/2o-

21n(2) = (CEP/a) 2

*121n(2) CEP/a-

1.21n(2) a = CEP

- CEP/[2n(2)

or

a= CEP/1.1774 (B-5)

This relationship allows converting the normal units

of weapon accuracy, CEP, into sigma, which is used in the

research.
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Development of Shortest Runway Length

The determination of the minimum number of cuts

required to close a runway involves finding the shortest

runway length that completely contains a minimum launch

window (MLW, takeoff length by takeoff width).

When the weapon damage radius is taken into

consideration, the dimensions for the runway and the MLW are

increased by an amount equal to the damage radius all

around. This presents a problem because not the shapes are

not rectangular, rather, they have corners that are

described by an arc with radius equal to the damage radius.

In order to find the shortest runway length that

sompletely contains a MLW, the MLW was approximated by

a rectangle of dimensions effective takeoff width by

effective takeoff length. The shortest distance was

approximated by the base of the triangle formed by the

effective takeoff length and the line prependicular to

the runway that touches the corner of the MLW. This

distance was chosen because it under-estimates the actual

distance. The distance from one prependicular to the

next prependicular overestimates the actual distance.

The underestimation is preffered because it is better to

have too many cuts rather than too few.

This estimate, called the shortest runway length

(SRL) can be found by using a geometric argument. From

figure B-i, RW can be divided into two segments A and B.
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RW - Effective Runway Width

TL - Effective Takeoff Length

TW - Effective Takeoff Width

SRL - Shortest Runway Length

SRL

TL

TW
C

" RW

Figure C-i. Shortest Runway Length
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* - .The triangle A, SRL, TL is similar to the triangle C, TW, B.

Since these two triangles are similar, the ratios

TL/SRL =TW/B (B-i)

are equal. Another relationship is

2 2. 2
(TL) =(SRL) + (Rw-B) (B- 2)

We now have two equations in two unknowns, SRL and B.

Solving for B from equation (B-i) yields

B =SRL(TW/TL) (B-3)

Substituting equation (B-3) into equation (B-2) yields

(TL)2  (SRL)2 + (RW-SRL(TW/TL)) 2  (B-4)

snuaingthe terms yields

2A
(TL) 2 (SRL) 2+ (Rw) 2 2(SRL),(RW)(TW)/(TL) +

2 2 2(SRL) (Tw)2/(TL)2  (B- 5)

collecting terms yields

[1+(TW2/cTL)ISRL 2 
-12(RW)(TW)/(TL7 SRL+

[RW) 2 -(TL) 
23 0 (B-6)

applying the quadratic formula yields

[2(RW)(TW/TL] ±42(RW-)(Tl)/T 2 (4)L1+ W ]RW 2 TL 2J

2(1+TW /TL 2 )(-7
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The determinant can be simplified as

4 (RW)2 (TW)2 /TL 2 _ 4[RW 2+RW2 TW2 /TL2 _ TL2  TW2]

.,2 2 2
= -4(RW) + 4(TL) + 4(TW)

=-4[RW
2 - TL2 - TW2J

=4[TL2 + TW2 _ RW2] (B-8)

Substituting (B-8) into (B-7) we have

SRL 2(RW)(TW)/TL ± 2- L
2 + TW2  RW 2

2[1 + TW2/TL 2] (B-9)

cancelling the 2 and expanding the denominator yields

SRL = (RW)(TW)/TL -TL 2 + TW RW

::..L 2 + TW2

Multiplying top and bottom by TL2 yields

SRL : TL [(RW)(TW)/TLl + TL2  ,.L + TwL- RW2

TL2 + TW2  (B-11)

cancelling one TL in the first term yields

SRL = (RW)(TL)(TW) ± TL -

TL2 + TW2  (B-12)

For example, if the effective takeoff width was equal to

the effective runway width, then the shortest runway

length would just be the effective takeoff length.

In this example, TW = RW
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and

SRL =(RW)(TL)(RW) ±TL2L + RW2  RW2

2 2
TL + RW

2 +.2 -W
= (RW)2(TL) ± TL2 L 2

2 2

TL + RW

= (Rw)2 (TL) + TLO

TL2 + RW2

(RW) 2(TL) + TO
- TL 2 + RW 2

= 
2 + RW21

TL2 + RW2

= TL

The solution is real as long as the determinant

TL2 + TW2 - RW2

is positive. Geometrically, this is saying that this

procedure works for cases where the diagonal of the

minimum launch window is greater than the effective runway

width. If this were not so, the MLW could be positioned

vertically on the runway.
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PROGRAM RAM
DIMENSION NUMBOM(20)*AIMLOC(20)
DIMENSION NPEfRCT(201
COMMON PROSEC(20920 ,2)
COMMON /IN~PUT/ RUNLEtJRUNUIDTOLENTOUIDUCEP
COMMON /TRANJS/ ERUNLE.ERUtJWI.ETOLENETOUIODAMRADSTAOEV
COMMONd /GRP/ NSPUSTEP
COMMON /RWAY/ SRLPCSTARvNCUTSvCUTLOC(20)
COMMON /BEST/ PCHEST(2O0,tJALBST(20),flBMBST(2O,5),AIMBST(2095)
COMMON /SIMS/ DSEE09flITERA
COMMON SINCAL
DOUBLE PRECISION OSEED
LOGICAL SIMCAL

C
READ. ,MODE
READ. ,RU14LENRtNIOTOLENTOUIO.U.CEP

CALL INIT

CiIF (MODE.EQ.1) THEN
READ. ,PCLOSE
PRINT 100
PRINT 110
PRINT 120
PRINT 130,RUtLEN,9RUNWIDTOLENTOWIOUCEPPCLOSE

4 CALL RUNWAY (PCLOSE)
CALL BOUNDS (MIhMAX)
CALL SEARCH (MIN9MAXNUMBPC)
DO 10 I1,NCUTS

fPERCT(I )=NUM8
10 CONTINUE

"'4 CALL EVAL (NPEPCTNUMBER9PCLEST)
CALL RESLTS (NPERCTeNUMBERPCLEST)
ST* CP

C
ELSE IF (MOOE*EQ.2) THEN

READ. iNUMBER
PRINT 102
PRINT 110
PRINiT 122
PRINT 132,RUNLENRUNWIDTOLENTOUIDU.CEPNUMBER
CALL RUNWAY (1.a)
CALL NUNSET (NPERCTNUMBERPCLEST)
CALL RESLTS (NPEPCTiNUMBERPCLEST)
ST CP

.1ELSE IF (MOO0E.Eg.3) THEN
PRINT 103
PRINT 113
PRINT 123
PRINT 130,RUNLENoRUNWIDTOLENTOWIDU.CEP
CALL RUNWAY (1.0)
CALL fNDEP
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ST op
C

END I F

POW~d 140
C
C

10n FCRMAT('1',3X,'RUMJAY0g5X,'MlNIMUM LAUNCH*@
Z3K, 'VEAPON' g4X96PROBA9ILITY' 3

102 FORMAT('1',3X,'RUIJUAY',5X,'MItIlMUM LAUNCH'19
Z3 Xv 'VEAPOJI t6 X,'P J UM BER I)

103 FCRMAT(010,3X,'RUtJUAY0,5X,'MNI4UM LAUNCH',
Z3X99MEAPONO)

110 -FORMAT(* ',T15,'UINDOO~a'T41,'OFw3
113 FORMATtv '1999UINDOU'3
120 FCRMAT(9 LENGTIP WIDTH LENGTH WIDTHs,4Xq

ZSYIELC CEP 0 2 X CLO SURE )
122 FORMATC' LENGTH WIDTH LENGTH MIOTH6,4X9

ZOVIELD CEPf92X99WEAPOhS9)
123 FORMAT(' LENGTH WIDTH LEhGTH WIDTH094X9

Z'YIELO CEP')
130 FORMAT( go IF6.O,9F 6aG,2X F6e0 ,F6*0 4X9F5.0,93XtF4.0,93XF4e2)
132 FORMAT('O',F6o0,F6.0,2XF6.OgF6.O.4XF5.0,3XF4.09 3X,14)
140 FORMAT(EO*.* INPUT ERROR -CHECK MODE SPECIFIED ***I)

END
SUBROUTINE INIT
COMMON /SIMS/ DSEE09NITERA
DODUBLE PRECISION OSEED

C
USEED:5852851 24.
NITERA=2770
RETUR N
END
SUBROUTINE CONVRT
COMMON /ItNPUT/ RUNLEN9RUNWID9TOLENTOUIDqUCEP
COMMON /TRANS/ ERUNLEERUNWIETOLENETOUIDOAMRAD.STADEV
COMMON IGRP/ NSPWSTEP
COMMON SIMCAL
LOGICAL SIMCAL

C
0AMR A0=3.54. C 1.(/3. ))
STADCV=(CEP3I1.17?4

C
STEP: 5.0
ERUNLE=RU&LEN.2.. CAPR AD
EAUNIRUNUID,2. DAMR AD
CTOLEN=TOLEN *2**OAMPAD
CETOUIOTOUID *2.'DAFRAD
SIMCAL=*FALSE.
IF(CERUNWI-2*ETOWID)oGT.(2oSTEP)I THEN

SI RCAL:.TRUEe
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PRINT 100
PRINT 110
PRINT 120

END fit
NiSPWz ((ERUNUI-ETO~ilD)/STEP3..OOO1

100 FORMAT(90*** SIMULATION APPROXHATION IN USE ***R)
110 FCRMAT'a...* RUN TIME MAY NEED TO BE INCREASED ***lI
120 FORMAT(90**. RESULTS ARE ONLY ACCURATE TO */- .01 a'

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PRONE(KUPAIMNUMBOMAIMLCPC)
DIMENSION NUMBOM(20),AIMLOC(20),OAMLOC(201
COMMON /TRAthS/ ERUNLEE.RUNWIgETOLEKtETOUI0ODAMRADSTADEV
COMM~ON /GRP/ NSPUSTEP

C
DAMLOC(1)=AIMLOCC1)*DAMRD
BR=(ETOIDO-DAMLOC(1 ))/STADEV
BL=(ERUNWI-ETOUID-DAMLOC (1) /StADEV
IFCBLoGToBR) TIEtl

PRINT.,'S1 AND SN DO NOT OVERLAPoo.DOUBLE CHECK INPUTS2
PC=O.O
RETURN

END IF
CALL MONOR(BRiBONOP)

9W CALL MONOR(OLiBOND
PCRONDR-iONDL-
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PROCAL(NUMAIMAlMLOC)
DIMENSION AIMLOC(201,DAMLOC(20)
COMMON PROSEC(20,2092)
COMMON /TRANS/ ERUNLEERUNWIETOLENETOW1DDAMRADSTADEV
COMMON /GRP/ NSPWtSTEP

C
Do 10 J=1,NUMAIM

DAMLOC (JI AI MLOC (153OAMR AD
*10 CONTINUE

00 50 11,1NUMAIM
0O 40 12=19NSPU

X=12-1
8L=(XSTEP-DAILOC(I) /STADEV
BR=(X*STEP*ETOWID-OAMLOC(Il))/STAocV
CALL MDNOR(BL9PRL)
CALL MDNOR(BRPRR)
PRR:1 .-PRR
PROS'EC(1,X291 )PRL
PROSEC( Ii 12,2)=PRR

40 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE

RETURN
Efa
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SUBROUTINE UNlON(NKJMAIMehUMBOM9AIML0C9PC)
DIMENlSION NUMaOM(2OAIMLC20O
DIMENSION S(2920)9 SI(2)v S2(6)
COMMON PRQSEC(20,20*2)
COMMON /TRANS/ ERUNLE.ERUNkliETOLENETOUIDDAMRADSTADEV
COMMON /GRP/ NSPUSTEP

CALL PROCAL(NUMAIMAIMLOC)
TOT AL :0 .
Nm1lt4SPU-l
GAP=(ERUNWI-2*ETOUID)
IF(GAP.LEeO.0) 60 TO 50
IF(GAP*LEeSTEP) GO TO 30
XF(BAP.LE*(2*STEP)l 60 TO 10
PRN*90** USE SIMULATION ****
PETURh

10 'CONTINUE
00 15 1=196

S2(I)1.0O
15 CONTINUE

00 20 11,NUMAXM
SLI=PROSEC (I1 .1 1 )
SL2:PROSECI 19291 )
SRhMI:PROSEC( II eNMi 2)
Sltk:PROSEC (I I sSPW *21
SMINM1:PROSEC(I1,NMIlt3 (to-PROSEC(!I,1,2)
SM2N=PROSEC(TINSPU,1) -(I*-PROSEC(11g2.211

SM2NMlPRiOSEC(IlNMl,1) -(1.-PROSEC(I11292))

IF (SM2NMl*LEe 0.) SM2NM1:0e
SM3%=PROSEC(IlNSPU,1) - (I*-PROSEC(I1#392)D
IF(SM3N sLE. 0.1 SM3N:0.
S2(1) ((511 + SFINM1 + SRNM1)*.NUF80R(I1))*S2(1)
S2(21 ((S12 # SM2N + SRN) *ONUMBOM(I1l)S2(2)
S2(3) =((SLi * SM2hM1 # SRNMl)**NUPHOM(I1)3&S2(3)

S2(1 2((SL2 * SH3N + SRN) **NUMBOM(Il)3*S2(41
S2(5) = ((SLI * SMINMi * SRN) **NUMO(I1))*S2(51

*S2tfi) =((SLI + SM2NM1 + SRN) *.NUMBOM(I1))*S2(6)
20 CONTIKUE

TOA=CA-2l-22*23*24*25-26
30 CONTINUE

S1(21:1 .0
DJ) 40 11:I.NUMAIM

SL=PROSEC(I1 .1,1)
SMI:PROSEC(I1,NSPI,1) - (1.-PROSEC(I1g1,2))
SM2=PROSEC(11tiSPd,1) - (I.-PROSEC(119292))
SR=PROSEC(11 ,hSPM,2)
IF(SM2 eLE. a.) SM2=09
S1(1) Z ((SL * SH1 * SR) *'NUMBOM(I1)3 * Sl~l)
S1(21 = ((SL + SM2 * SR) * NUMBOM(I1)) * S1(21

40 CONTINUE
TOT ALzTO TAL-S1( 1)+. ( 2)

50 CONTINUE
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DO 55 I=IINSpU

S(2,!I)zieo
55 CONTINUE

DO To 12=19NSPUm
D0 60 I1=19NUt4A1M

1S(1912)
XF(I2*EQ.NSPM) GO TO 60
13:12+1

* S(2912)=((PROSEC(I1,12,1 ).PROSEC(I1,13,2))'.NUmaOM(I1)3e
IS(29121360 CONTINUE

10 CON71KUE
DO 80 12=19NSPkI

TOTAL:TCT-AL+S(19121
IF(12eEQ*NSFU) 60 TO-80
13=12+1
TOT ALzTOTAL-S (2.12)

so CONTIAJE

PC1 a -TOrAL

SUBROUTINE SIM(NU?4AIH~tiIJMBO"A!MLOC,PCI

DIMENSION NUMBOM(20).AII4LOC(2C3,DAMLOC(20)e . DIMENSION Hf150)gRli1)
* COMMON /TRANS/ ERUNLE.ERuNNIETOLENETOUIO,DAMRfAO,STADEV

COMMON /SIMS/ DSEE09NITERA
DOUB3LE PRECISION OSEED

C
O'EN: 0.0

0O 10 I=19NUMAIN
.OAPLOC(I 3:AIMLOC( I)*OANRAD

10 CONTINUE
00 200 KTER=19NITERA

NUFB~o
0O 20 J11.NUMAIII

N1:NUMBOM(j13
DO 20 4J2=1,NI

NUMB :I4UMB41
CALL GGNML(OSEEOINTiR1)
HIT(tUMB)zDAMLOC(il).(STADEV.RIt!NT))

20 CONTINUE
CALL VSRTA(HIT ,NUM8)
NSNOR1=0
ILONG=0
t4SHLO=0
00 30 L=1,NUMB

IF("IT(L).LT*0 .3 NSHORT=NSHORT.1
IFfIT~(L3.6ToEPUNWIl NL0ON6:NLONG,1

30 CONTINUE
IF(NSHORT.EQ.NUMS) GO TO 100
IF(NLONG*E~oNUMB) GO TO 100
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NSHLO=NSHORT N LONG
IFCNSHLO.EQ*NUMB) 60 TO 100

C
C IS THE FIRST WEAPONd CLOSE TO THE RUNWAY EDGE?
C

NF!RSTNSH.ORT .1
IF(HIT(NFIRST)eGT.ETOWID) 60 TO 100

*C.
C IS THE LAST-WEAPON CLOSE TO THE.-RUNWAY EDGE?
C

* . ILAST=NUHII-NLONG
* IFCHIT(NLAST)eLTaCERUNWI-ETOWID)) GO TO 100

C
C IS THIS THE ONLY WEAPON ON THE RUNWAY.

C

C CHECK ON THE DISTANCE BETWEEN ADJACENT
C IMPACT POINTS CN THE RUNWAY.
C

NLM1=NLAST-1
DO 40 JNFIRSTIdLMI

DIS=HIT(J.1 )-HITCJ)
IF(DISoGToETOM!D) 6O TO 100

40 CONTINUE
c.
c NO OPEN SPACE FOUND
C

60 TO 200
100 OPENJCPEJ.1.0
200 CONTINUE

XITERIJITERA
TOTAL ZOPEN/XI TER
PC:1.-TOTAL

* RETURN6
END,
SUBROUTINE AUNWAY(PCLOSE)
COMMON IPUT/ RUNLEN*RUNWID*TOLEN*TOMIDWCEP
COMMON /TRANS/ ERUNLE.EPUNWIETOLENgETOWIDDAMRADSTADEV
COMMON IRWAY/ SRL.PCSTAA9NCUTSqCUTLOC(20)

C
SRL:( (ERUNMWI*ETOLLPNeETOIDJ0*(ETOLENe'2.)e
2 SORT(ETOLEN'.2e.ETOUIDeO2.-ERUNWI..2o))/
z (ETOLEN**2o.ETOIIID**2e)
C RU NLE=E R UN LE -(6.*S T A 0E V
BETLCN=SRL-(6. eSTADEVI
CUTS: (CRUM..E/BETLEfJ)-1.
NCUTS:IIIT(CUTS)
REM=CUTS-NCUTS
IF(REP e61. 0.01) NCUTS:NCUTS.1
PCSTAR:PCLOSE.. (1 .IICUTS)
SPACE=(ERUNLE-ETOLEN) ICNCUTS)
OVRLAP=CETOLEN-SPACE) 12.
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CUTLO CI1) =O VRL A PeSPACE-OAMR AD
00 100 1=22NCUTS

CUTLOCII)zCUTLOC(1-1 )*SPACE
100 CONTINUE

RETURN
El. 0
SUBROUTINE BOUNDSIIIIAX)
DIMENSION IUMBOM(201,AIMLOCC20)
COMMON /INtPUT/ RULENRUNWIDTOLENTOUIO*u*CEP
CCMMO4 /TRANS/ ERUNLEENUNNIgETOLENsETOUIO.DAMR ADSTADEV
COMMON /GRIP/ NSPM9STEP
COMMON /RSIATI SRL9PCSTAAIJCUTSvCUTLOCf201
COMMON SINCAL
LCG1CAL SIMCAL

CL MINZERUNUIIETOMID
C UA :I

SPAEUPNID MN1
DO 20 I11,20 IN~l
00 201112

00 10 12:1.NUMAIM
NUMBOM 12311l
AIMLOCI 12)I12*SPACE

10 NAX=MAX.I1
to CON71NUE

IF(NJMAZN E(0. 1 *AND. NUMBOM~l) AeQ 1) THEN
CALL PRONE4NUMAIM.NUMBOMAIMLOCPC)
IF (PC o6E. PCSTAR) 60 rO 90

ELSE IFISIMCAL) THEN
CALL SIN(NUMAIM*VUMBOMAIMLOC9PC)
IF(PC*BEoPCSTAR..o1) 60 TO 90

ELSE IF(eNOT*SIMCAL) THEN
CALL UNION(NUMAIM#NUlMbOM9AIMLOC*PC)
IF (PC eBE. PCSTAR) 60 TO 90

END0 IF
20 CONTINUE
90 RETURN

END
SUBROUTINE SEAPCH (MKN.MAXIEUM8,PCl
DIMENSiION AIM(20),AIMOE2ODAIMI(20),AiMLOCI2O) .NUMSOW(420)
DIMENSION LAIM(509IAIP(3
OCRENSION ftORIT(20)vAIHINT(20)
COMMON /INfPUT/ *UNLENRAUIDTOLENsTOUIDsuCEP
CCMMON /TRAN4S/ ERUNLEREUNWIETOLENETOMIDDAMRA0,STAOCV
COMMON /GPP/ NSPV*STEP
COMMON /RWAT/ SRLoPCSTAPvNCUTS*CUTLOC4201
COMMON /BEST/ JCSEST(201,NALSSTI2O),NBMBSTI20,S)gAIMSST(20,Ss
COMMON SINCAL
LOGICAL SIMCAL

CN6TR28UNWI 012.
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LCNTRzCNTR.1.

* F(SfVCAL) TOL:0 .01

0O 900. LOOP = PIN9 MAX
NUMBzLOOP

C
100 NyUMAKK1~

NU14BO M 41) =NUMB
A!MLOC(11:CNTR
IF (MUMS *EQ 1)T14EN

CALL PRONE(kUNAINtUMBOMAIMLOCPCBEST (1))
NLBST (13= NUNA I

NBMBST(1v1.tkUMBQMflJ
AIMBST(1,1)=AIML0C~l3

* END IF
IF(SIMCAL) THEN

CALL SIN(PJUMAliMNUMBONAT*ILOCoPCsESTcpNUOsIB
ELSE

CALL UNION(NUNAXHNUpqOoNAlMLOC~eCsrcNUMe)I
ENO IF

* 3ALBST(NUMR)=NUMAIM
N9MBSI(hUMD,1 ):NUPBOM(Z)
A AI BS T(N6UH89g1X =:AI MLOC ( I

200 NUMAIN:2
K NFER=ROO(NWN8,2)

IF(tIREM oEQs 1) 60 TO 300
PC2=0 0
AIMII 3200
AlM(2)=RUWUIO

~j. IdUNBO i(i )=NUNB12o
NUNBOR(21=NUMB/2*

C
00 230 J19LCNTRt5

Al NLOC(1 32,5-1.
AIpLOC(2)=RUNWI0-cJ1-1e3
IF(SI9CAL) THEN

CALL SIM(NUMAXMthUMBONtAIMLOCePCNI
ELSE

CALL UNI0N(NUMAIKflUMBOM9AIMLOCPCd3
ENO IFI. IF(PCN eGY. PC2) GO TO 220
LA ST=J,5-10
PC220 .0
DO 210 2LASTJI1

AINLOC~i 32
AX KLOC( 2) RUNd~lD-j2
IFISIMCAL) THEN

CALL SKMNUMAINNUM8OMvAIMLOCPCN)
ELSE

CALL UNKGtdNUMAtMvNIJHBOMvAIMLOCPCN)
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END IF
IF(PCN eLE* PC2) G0 TO 240
PC2=PCN
AIMC1)=AXIqLCC(1)
A!MC21=AIMLOCC(2

210 C014TINUE
220 PC2zPCN

AKH(l IAIMLOC(1)
AIN(2)=A!MLOC(2)

230 CONTINUE
240 DIF=PC2-PCBEST(NUH83

!FfD[FoGT.TOLl THEN
PCOESTUUB)=PC2
NALOST (NUHB):t4UMAIM
NOMPBST(NUM0913:MJMBOM(13
NBHBST (NUM8921=hUMBOMN(2)
Al MOST (NUMBa,1 J AIM (I.4 A!MBST (NUHBg2)=AIM(2)

ELSE
6O TO 800

Et-D IF
IF(hUMB .E~o 2) 60 TO 800

300. NUMAIM=3
*-LBOMB:(NUMS-1 3/2

PC3=000
PCINTz0O
DO 360 tBON19LBOMS

NUMBOMQ(1):N~oM
hUPMB0N(2 )=hUMq52*NBON
NUHBOM(3)=NBOM

AIM(ll=O0
AIM(2):CN1R
AIN(3 )=RUNW!D
00 330 J19LCNTR.5

AIPLOC(1 )J1-1.
* AIHLOC(23:CNTR

A! NLOC(3)=RUNEID-(.I1-ll
IF(SXMCAL) THEN

CALL SIM(NUMAINNtMBOMAIHLOCePCN)
ELSE

CALL UJP4ON(UMIA!NNUhBOMAIMLOCqPCN)

01 F=PCN-PC3
IF(DIF*GT.TOLl 60 TO 320
LA sr:Jl-lo.
PC 3:0.0*
00 310 .12=LAST,,I1,1

ALNLOC(1 3:92
AIMLOC(2)=CNTR
AINLOC( 3 3RUNWID-qJ2
IF(SIPICAL) THEN

* - CALL SIM(NUHAIKNUMBOM9AIMLOC ,PCNl
ELSE
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CALL UNION(NUMAINtNMBONAIMLOCPCN)
END IF

DlF=PCN-F C3
IFIDIFoLEsTOL) GO TO 340

* PC3=PCN
A!IP(l)=AJHLCC(i)
£1342 )=AIHLOC(2)
AIN(3)=AIMLOC(3)

310 CONTINUE
320 PC3PCN

AI()=AIMLOC(1)
£13142) =AIHLOC (2)
AIM(3I=AIMLOC(3)

330 CONTINUE
*340 IFCPC3*GToPCINT) THEN

PCINT=PC3
NALINT=NUMAIN
DO 350 1=193

NBHINT(I.)=NUMBON(I 3
AININT(I)=AIM(I)

350 CONTINU~E
EKO IF

360 CONTIKUE
IF(PCINTeSToPCOESTINUMB)) THEN

PCSEST(NUHB)=PCINTC NALBST £NUMB)=NALINT
DO 370 1=193

NBMBST(NUM8,I )NOMINT(I3
AINBST(NUMB91 3AI31INT(I)

310 CONTINUE
ELSE

60 TO 800
END IF
IF(NUHS *EQo 33 60 TO 800

C
400 NUMAIM=4

NREN: 31001NIMB94
IFINREN eEQo. 1 oORe NREM oEQ. 3) 60 TO 500

PCINT=O0
LBON8=(NUMO-21/2
DO 493 NBf4=1,LBCHB
SPACE=RUNMIDC(dUALM*1)

* . NUONCI)=NBM
NUMBOPM-)Nom
LBNB2=(NUVB-2.NBP 312
DO 493 hRN21,lLBMB2

ddUMBCN(2 )NUMB-2*NBN
tIUNBOM(3 3KUMS-20118M

DO 410 1£1rNUPALP
A PCI) :I*SPACE
LAtM(I)=AIM(I)

* - ~ 410 CONTINUE
~ IF(S1PACAL) THEN
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CALL SININUMAIMMJMBOHAIM.PC4)
ELSE-

CALL UhION(NUNAIhvf&UNDONAIMPC4)
EfhD IF

430 STEP1=5o
AIHItl):AIM(1 I

AIHO(1)=AIM(1)
A1140C 4 lAtMC4)

C
C MOVE INN~ER PAIR OF AIN POINTS IN OR OUT
C
44 AIMI(2)=AIM(21*STEPI

AINI(3)=AIM(31-srEPl
IF(SINCAL) THEN~

CALL SIN CNUMAIMNUMOO14gAIHIPCI I
* . ELSE

CALL UNION(IgUMAI~oNUMBONAIligPCK)
E?.D IF
AMOt2)=ArIM2-SEPI
AIMOt3)=AIN(3)+STEPI
IF(SINCAL) THEN

CALL SIM(NUMAIHNUMBONAIMO9PCO)
ELSE

CALL UNION(tIUMAINNMUNBOMPAIMOPCO)
END IF
D3F1=PCO-PC4
DI F2: PCI-PCX
DI F3zPCI-PC4
DZF4=PC,-PCO
IF(DIF1.BToTOL JANDe DIF2eGToTOL) THEN

PC 4=PCO
AIM(2):AINOt21
AIN(31=AlH0(3)

ELSE IF(DXF3oGToTOL oANDo DIF~o6TeTOL) THEN
FC =PC I
AIMC2I:AIMIt2)
AZ MC3I=AlMI(3)

* ELSE IPCDiF4.tsT.rOL *AND. 01F2*GTeTOL) THEN
IFtSTEPI oLEe 0.5) GO TO 450
STEPI=STEPI /2.

E?0 TO 440
EDIF

C
C MOVE OUTE~R PAIR OF AIM POINTS IN ORt OUT
C
450 AIMI(2):AIMt2l

AIMI(31=AIMt3)
AZHO(21:AtN(2l
AtlMO(3)=AIMt3)
S'EP2x5.

.460 AINI(I3:AZN(1).STEP2
AI1M1I (4) aA IN M )1-ST EP2
lFfSIMCAL) THEN
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7-7 . . . . . .

* CALL SIM(NUMAIMNUMBONAIMIPCI)
ELSE

CALL UNION(NUIIAIMNUMBOMoAIMlPCI)
ctfO, I F
AIHO( )zAIM(1 )-STEP2a.. AINC 4)zA1M(4 )+STEP2
IF(SIPCAL) THEN

CALL SIM(NUMAIMNuM9OHAIMO9PCO)
ELSE

CALL UNtIOI(UMAIMNUMBOMAIMOoPCO)
END IF
DIFI=PCO-PC4
DIF2zPC.-PCI
DIF3:PCI-PC4

*DIF4:PC4-PCO
£F(DIF1.GTeTOL eAhtoD. 0F2*GT*TOLI THEN

PC4= PCO

*AIM(4)=AIMO(4)
ELSE IF(DIF3oGT*TOL *ANDe DIF4.B'TeTOL) THEN

PC4=PcI
AIM(1)=AIMIC1I
AIN(4)=A!#41C4)

ELSE IF(01F4*GTeTOL eANDe DIF26sTroU THEN0 . 1F(STEP2.bLE%0.51 GO TO 470
STEP2=STEP2/2e
so TO 460o

END IF
C
C ROUND AIM POINT LOCATIONS 10 NEAREST FOOT.
C
470 CONTINUE

00 480 I=194

480 CONTINUE

*C CHECK MOVEMENT FROM LAST ADJUSTMENT.
C

IF(LAIM(15.EQ*IAIM(l) *AND* LAIM(2)*EG*IAIN(2)) 6C T0 490
DO 485 1=1,4

LAIM(I):IAlmII)
485 CONTI NUE

60 TO 430
490 IF(PC4eGTePCINT) THEN

PC INT :PC4
hALINT:NUMAIM
DO 492 1:1,4

NBMINT(I I:NUNBOM(IY)
*AININTCID)AIM(IJ

492 CONTINUE
EliD if

* ~.493 CONTINUE
* * - IF(PCIIJTeGTePCBEST(hUHO)) THEN
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PCOEST (NUMB) =PCINT
NALOST (NUMB IALINT
DO 495 1=194

*NBMBST(NwumovrJ=NBMINT(I)
AII4fST(NuMB#I)=AIHINr(I)

495 CONTINUE
ELSE

GO TO 800
END IF
IFCt4UMB.EQ*4) 60 TO 000

C
500 NUMAIP=5

PC5=00
PCINT =0.so
LBOMB=(NUMB-3 3/2
00 593 NBM1=ILBOMB
SPACE=RUNUID/(NUMAIM#1)
NUNBM(1 )=NBM
NUMBOM(5)= NBM
L8M2=(LP.B-2*N8M)/2
00 593 NBM2=1,LBM2

NUMIJOM(2 ):IIB'12
lNUMBOH(3)=fdUMB-2*NRM-2*NBM2
NUFBOt4(4 )NBM2

DO 510 I1,vNUMAIM
Al A( ) 1 SP ACE
LA I M(I:Al M(I3

510 CONTINUE
IF (SIMCAL) THEN

CALL SIM(NUMAIMNUMBOHAIIPC5)
ELSE

CALL UPION(NUMAIPtNUMBOM9AIMvPC5)
EEOD IF

550 STEP1:5*
AIMIC1)=AIM(1)
AIM II3R=CNTR
AIMI(5):AIM(5)
AIMO(i)=AIM(1 3
AIMO(3)=CNTR
AINC(53:AIM(5)

C
C MOVE INNER PAIR OF AIM POINTS IN OR OUT*
C
540 AIMII2)=AIM(2)+STEPl

AIM X(M3AIM04 -STEPI
IF (SINCAL) THEN

CALL S1M(NUMAIMNUMBOMAIMI9PCI)
ELSE

CALL UNION(NUMAIM9NUMBOHAIMI9PCI)
EN.D I F
AIMO(2)=AIM(2)-STEPI
AIMOC 41A1M(4)*STEP1
IF (SIMCAL) THEN

CALL SIM(NUMAIMP4UMBOMAIM09PCO)
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ELSE
CALL UNIOh(NUMA!MNUNB0M9AIMO9PCO)

10. D I F
DX Fl:PCO-PC5
D!F2=PCS-PCI
DIF3=PCI-PC5
DIF4=PCE-PCO
IF(DIFleGToTOL *AhD. 01F29GT.TOL) THEN

PC5:PCO
A!N(2)=AIHO(2)

ELSE IF(01V3sGT.TOL *&NO&. OIF4oGTeT0L) THEI4
PC5:PCI
AIM(21=AIMI (2)

ELSE !F(DIF~.6T.o7L .ANDo DIF2*BT*T013 THEN
IF(STEP1.LC*0.5) 60 TO 550
ST EP1STEP 1/2.
60 TO 540

END IF
C
C MOVE OUTER PAIR OF ALM POINTS IN OR OUT.
C
550 AIMI(2)=A!M(2)

AIMO(2)ZAIN(2)
AtMOC41ZAIM(41
STZP2=5*

560 AIMli4)=AIN(1)*STEP2
LXINI 5):AIMC15 3-STEP2
IF (SIMCAL) THEN

CALL SIMCNUMAIHNUMBOM9AIMI ,PCI)
ELSE

CALL UNION(NUMAIHNUMaOMAINXPCI I
[END IF
AIMOC I IAINCI )-STEP2
AIHO(5):AIM(5).STEP2
If (SIMCAL) THEN

CALL STN(NUMAXMNUMBONAIMOPCO)
ELSE

CALL UNION(NUMAIMeNUHBOMAIMDPCO)
END IF
DIF1:PCO-F-C5
DIF2=PC!-PCI
DZF3=PC.I-PC5
01 F4PC5-PCO
IF(DXFloGT*TOL oANO. 01F2*GT.TOLI THEN

PC 52PCO
AIM(1R=AIMO(ll

AIM(!):AIMO(5)
ELSE IF(OlF3sGToTOL oANDo DIF~oGToT0L) THEN

PC5=PCI
AINMi 3:AIMX(l3
AXN(5)=AIMI (5)
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* -. ELSE IF(DIF~eGTeTOL oANDo DIF2oBToTOL) THEN
IF(STEP2*LEoO*5) GO 10 570

* ST EP2=STEP2/2o
GO TO 560

END IF
C
C ROUND OFF AIN POINT LOCATIONS TO NEAREST FOOT.
C
570 DO 580 1=1,5

580 CONTINUE

C CHECK MOVEMENT FROM LAST ADJUSTMENT*
C

IF(LAIN(13.EQoIALM(1) eAt4Do LAlNCZ)*EO.sIAIN(2)) GO TO 590
DO 5-a5 1=1,5

AIMCI):! AIM CI)
LAIMCI ):IAXM(I)

585 CONTINUE
60 TO 530

590 IFCPCS.GT*PCINT) THEN
PCI NT=PC5
NALXNT=NUMAIM
0D'1 592 1=1,5

NO 141NT ( I)=NU BOM( 1)
AIMINTCI)=AIMCI)

592 CONTINUE
END IF

593 CONTINUE
IFCPCINT*GT*PCOEST(NUMBR) THEN

PCBESTCNUMB)=PCINT
NALBSTCNUNO)=NALINT
00 595 1=195

hBPOSTCNUMBI )=NBMINITCI)
AIROSTCNUNH91)=AININTCI)

595 CONTINUE
EPID IF

C
C
800 DIF=PCBEST(NUMB)-PCSTAR

IFCDIF.GE.TOL3 GO TO 1000
C

*900 CONTINUE
C
C FOUND THE BEST STRATEGY TO CLOSE THE RUNW~AY*
C
1000 PC:PCBEST(NUMl)

RETURN
EfD
SUBROUTINE AESLTSCNPERCTqNUMBERPCLCST)
DIMENSION NPERCT(20)
COMMON /PfIPUT/ RULENRUNWIDTOLEN*TOU!DV.CEP
COMMON IRWAY/ SRL9PCSTARqNCUTStCUTLOC(20)
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COMMON /BEST/ PC9EST120)tW4ALBST120)*NBNBST(20,5),AKRgST(209S)
C

PRINT 10,RUNLENtRUNVID
PRINT 209TOLENoTOWID
PRINT 30
PRINT *0sU
PRINT 50,CEP
PRINT 60,PCLCST
PRINT 709NUMBER
PRINT as
PRINT 90
DO 200 IzlNCUTS
NUMB= PPERCT( (I
DO 200 ,=Ip1NALBSTfftPERCT(l)

PRINT 100,CUTLOC(I),AIMBST(NUMBJ).NBMSST(NUM8,J)
205 CONTINUE
10 FORPAT('1RUNUAT',13XFS.o,' BY ',FS.O,' FEET')
20 FORMAT(9OMIN LAUNCH VINDOV ',9F~o0,' BY 6,FS.O,' FEET*$
30 FORMATCI'nUCAPON CHARACTERISTICS')
40 FORMAT400'.5X99YICLD 9,FT.29' POUNDS*$
s0 FCRMAT4'O',5X,'CEP* ',3XF4e0o'l FEET')
60 FORMATCI'OPROBABILITY Of CLOSURE ',F*.2)
70 FORMAT4'OTOTAL NUMBER OF WEAPONS 99T1
so FCRMAT('OAIM POINTS',7X,'NUMBER OF')

* -* 90 FORMAT('0CLCN6THe WIDTHl',2K%'UEAPOKS'fl
100 FORMAT($ ',F7*29F~s29*X912)

RETUR N
END
SUBROUTINE NUMSETINPERCI .NUMBERPCLEST)

* DIMENSION NPERCT28O)
CCNHON IRWATI SRL9PCSTARNCUTS9CUTLOC(201
COMMON IBESTI PCIEST(20),NALBST(20),NSMBST(20,5),AIPBSTC20,S)

C
PCSTAR:1 .0
NFE9IMHOO(NUMBERNCUMS
NU:NUNBERINCUTS

NUMBI zNLPO.1
DO 100 I2INCUTS

NPEACT (I )=NUMB
100 CONTIhUE

CALL SEARC"(NUMNBNUMS1 NUMBl ,PC)
00 200 tm1,NREM

'kPERCT (I NPERCT 11)*1
200 CONTINUE

PCLESTzI*O
DO 300 I:1,NCUTS

PCLESTzPCLEST*PCUCSTCNPERCT(I))
300 CONTINUE

RETURN
Elio
SUBROUTINE INDEP
DIMENSION NUMSON(20).AIMLOC(20),CUTLCI 120)
COMMON /RUAYI SRL9PCSTAR9NCUTSsCUTLOC(201
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COMMON SIMCAL
LOGICAL SIMCAL

C

NUMj~B= 0
PRINT 100
PRINT 200
PRINT 300
PRINT 400
READ. ,I CUTS
IF(ICUTS.LT.IiCUTS) THEN

PRINT 6009NCUTS
PRINT 810,1CUTS
RE TURN

ELSE IF(ICUTS.GToNCUTS)THEN
PRINT 800vNCUTS
FRINT 820olCUTS
RETURN

E.0. I F
DO 20 1=19ICUTS

REAO'bCUTLCI(I ) NUMAIN
PRINT 500,CUTLCI(I)
IF(I.EQ.1) THEN

01 ST=CU TLC I C I

4 ~~ OIST=CUTLCI (I)-CUTLCI (I-i)
END IF
IFCDIST.GT.SRL) THEN

PRINT 9009SRL
RETURN

END IF
DO 10 J1.tJIJNAIH

PCAO6,AIMLOC(J) ,NUMBOM(J)
PRINT 600,AINLOCCJ)*NUMBON(J)
NtJM8=NUM8#hUp8oN( jl

10 CONTINUE
IFCNUMeCQ. )THEN

CALL PRONE(NUPIAIMAtUMBOMAIMLOCoPC)
ELSE IF (SIMCAL) THEN

CALL SIH(NUMAIM9NUMOHAIMLOCPC)
ELSE IF (*NOT& SIMCAL) THEN
*CALL UNION(NUMAIHNUMBOMAIMLDCoPC)

END IF
PCI ND=PCIND*PC

20 CCNT~TiC
PRINT 7009PCINOD

100 FORMAT('1INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS')
200 FORMAT('IINDEPCNDENT STRATEGY:')
30C FORMAT('OCUT',T129'AIM POINT99T24,'tdUpWCR PERO)
400 FORMA~c' L0CATION',T12,'LOCATION',T24,'AIM POINT')
500 FORHAV('009F8*01
600 FCRMAT(' 'tTl~iF8*29T27,I3)
700 FORMAT('OPROBABILITY OF RUNWAY CLOSURE IS ',F4*2)

*800 FORMAT('0 *.ERRCR NUMBER OF CUTS MUST EQUAL 69141
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810 FORMAT($ 9,14,' CUTS ARE TOO FEW TO GUARENTEE RUNWAY CLOSUREO)
820 FORMAICO 0*1490 CUTS ARE MORE THAN THE REQUIRED MINIMUM NUMBER OF

ICUTS' I
900 FORMAIC1O *** ERRtOR DISTANCE BETWEEN CUr LOCATIONS IS TOO LARGE TO

1 CLOSE RUNUWAY*09I,' THE MAXIMUM DISTANCE IS',FIO*29' FEET ALONG TH
IE RUNWAY*) pcsT2)ALS(0NBaT2,)AMS2O5
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE EVAL(NPERCT*NUMBERgPCLESr).
DIMENSION NPERCT(20)
CCMMON /ET CET2)NLS(0gBBT29)AMS(05
COMMON /RWAVI SRL#PCSTARoNCUTStCUTLOC(20)

C
4! NUMBER=0
.4 PCLEST--1.O

DO 100 1=19NCUTS
NUMiBER=NUMBER*NPERCT II)
PCLEST:PCLEST*PCBESTINPERCT(I))

100 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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